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Abstract
The design and implementation of an integrated associative processor is described. The
chip is intended for use as a coprocessor in a system for accelerating pixel-parallel image
processing tasks on desktop workstations and personal computers. Each of the chip's 256
processing elements includes 64 trits of three-state memory, a function generator, an activ-
ity register, and connections to a reconfigurable mesh network and a response resolution
subsystem. The device-intensive design style makes extensive use of dynamic logic in dense
pitch-matched circuits.
A novel dynamic associative memory cell supports fully-parallel match and write op-
erations. The cell uses five MOS transistors, including two overlapping dual-gate devices
available in double-polysilicon processes. The necessary sense and driver circuits are dis-
cussed, with particular attention to switching noise considerations.
The processing elements communicate over an Asynchronous Reconfigurable Mesh net-
work which provides a mechanism for simultaneous broadcasting over multiple connected
regions. The area-efficient implementation requires only one driver circuit per processing
element. The network is readily extendible across chip boundaries, so that large arrays can
be constructed with multiple chips.
A new response resolution circuit is used to count and prioritize selected processing
elements. A compact pass transistor chain is used within the confines of the array, and
results from multiple arrays are combined in a tree structure.
Results are presented which verify the full functionality of all chip subsystems. The
performance evaluation of the design is complicated by the fact that the chip was fabricated
in a process other than that for which it was intended, but experimental results are shown
to be consistent with measured process parameters. A 6-V supply is used to compensate
for the high (2.1 V) second-polysilicon threshold voltages. Write and match instructions
are performed in 175 ns, and 220 mW are dissipated in typical applications. The results
of storage time experiments examining charge pumping, spooning, and leakage effects are
presented.
A sample image processing application is demonstrated on a prototype system with
four chips and 1024 processing elements. Several ideas for further work are discussed in the
conclusion.
Thesis Supervisor: Charles G. Sodini
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Associative processors are parallel computing machines that perform both memory
and processor functions in a single unit. They are therefore somewhat unconven-
tional, since the two components are usually viewed as being completely separate.
This perception affects the way computers are understood at every level, from design
and manufacturing up through architecture and programming. In the field of circuit
design, for example, memory and processor specialists have segregated themselves
into distinct subdisciplines. Even in companies that make their primary business in
processors, it is common practice to have one team of expert memory designers de-
velop on-chip caches or control stores for several products. These memory subsystems
are then "thrown over the wall" for other groups to incorporate into their own chip
designs.
Given that memory subsystems can be integrated onto processor chips, it is nat-
ural to ask whether processing functions could be added to memory chips. This idea
is especially attractive to memory designers, who look to the precedent established
by video memories [1] and see that the addition of a few shift registers can turn a
price-competitive commodity product into a highly profitable specialty part. Video
memories represent an incremental approach to smart memory, but processor and
memory can be combined more effectively when starting from scratch. Original de-
signs afford greater flexibility to implement processor functions in the memory design
style, which emphasizes large arrays of hand-crafted circuits. Because memory de-
signers optimize each transistor of their key circuits, they must repeat these circuits
many times over in order to justify their attention to detail. The design style is well
matched to the fine-grained organization of an associative processor, in which every
memory word acts as one processing element (PE) of a highly parallel system.
1.1 An Image Processing System
In the early years of associative processing, the pioneers of the field recognized picture
processing as a promising source of applications for their new machines [2, 3]. Many
image processing problems are rich in parallelism, with thousands of pixels receiving
ontrol
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Figure 1.1: Image processing system using array of associative processing elements.
identical processing steps. The low precision of image data (typically 8-bit integers)
and the often modest computational requirements at each pixel match the capabilities
of very simple associative processing elements. Modern integrated circuit technology
provides the density necessary to produce large arrays at low cost, with each PE
assigned to a single pixel.
Similar arguments have been made in favor of analog circuits for early machine
vision [4, 5]. Parallel arrays of relatively simple circuits can achieve adequate precision
for many applications, and analog circuits have desirable speed, power, and density
characteristics. The only drawback to these systems is their lack of generality; most
are designed to solve only a single problem [6, 7, 8]. In contrast, massively parallel
supercomputers provide all the flexibility of programmable digital systems, but these
million-dollar machines are overkill for all but a few select applications. Associative
processors occupy a middle ground, achieving massive parallelism and appropriately
fine granularity while retaining the integration benefits of the device-intensive design
style.
Figure 1.1 shows a block diagram of an image processing system based on an asso-
ciative processor. A two-dimensional network connects the processing elements and
also handles image input and output. Image data flow from left to right in the dia-
gram, while the vertical control path carries instructions from the host computer to
the array. Several conversion steps are necessary to prepare images for processing. An
imager, such as a video camera, first converts from the (typically optical) acquisition
domain to the analog electronic domain. The analog-to-digital converter then pro-
duces a digital signal representation, and a format converter reorders the image bits
before loading them into the associative processor. A similar format converter may
be necessary at the output, depending on the destination of the processed images.
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Figure 1.2: RAM read (a) and CAM search (b) operations.
Because the system of Fig. 1.1 requires very little interaction between the data
and control paths, the design and construction tasks can be cleanly partitioned into
manageably sized projects. This thesis concentrates on the design and integrated cir-
cuit implementation of the associative processor array. As of this writing, the control
path is complete and the remainder of the data path is in the early planning stages.
When the entire project is finished, the three components will constitute a copro-
cessor system for accelerating image processing tasks. It is believed that something
very similar to this demonstration system may one day be standard equipment on
workstations and personal computers, just as digital signal processing chips are now
used for audio applications.
1.2 Associative Memories and Processors
If one wanted to define associative memory as broadly as possible, one could go so
far as to claim that all memories are actually associative. The familiar random access
memory (RAM), for example, is a special case in which each word is partitioned into
separate address and data fields. As shown in Fig. 1.2(a), the read operation selects
the word matching an input address (5), and reports the contents (84) of its associated
data field. Each RAM address is hard-wired with a unique value corresponding to its
physical location. It is therefore guaranteed that exactly one word will be selected
for any valid input address. In contrast, a content addressable memory (CAM) can
examine many words simultaneously. Figure 1.2(b) shows a CAM in which two words
Sense
DriverMatch 3 X 5
Write - 6 8
Figure 1.3: Associative processing element.
match the input value, and so two address are produced. Because the CAM's data
contents are not hard-wired to predetermined values, it is not constrained to match
only a single word.
There is an obvious symmetry between the RAM and CAM operations. Both
compare an input value to a search field, and both produce output from a result field.
Since all memories perform some restricted version of this associative match operation,
all could reasonably be described as associative memories. Such a definition would
be uselessly inclusive, however, and so the term associative memory is usually taken
to exclude RAMs and other memories without modifiable search fields. Established
usage accepts content addressable as a near synonym for associative, although the
second adjective seems to be gaining favor. 1
In systems with associative memory hardware, the central processor can use the
search operation to find a few records of interest without needing to access many
uninteresting records. Traffic from the memory to the processor is reduced, but the
flow of data in the opposite direction is not much affected. Updates and modifica-
tions to the associative memory contents must still be performed sequentially, under
control of the central processor. To take full advantage of the parallelism available
in associative memories, the memory words must be endowed with some processing
capabilities.
Figure 1.3 is a generalized diagram of a single associative processing element (PE),
with its memory word divided into several fields (A, B, C, ... ). The match operation
finds PEs that match a presented pattern, with unused fields marked with don't cares
(Xs). For example, the operation Match(3, X, 5) would identify all PEs with A = 3 and
C = 5, and would set their sense amplifier outputs to 1. (As indicated in the figure,
it is assumed that the sense amplifier includes a register or some means to maintain
its state until the next match operation.) Each PE's match result passes to its word
logic, which in turn controls the write driver. In this way, match results can condition
1 Content addressable seems inappropriate in the absence of physically addressable words. Such is
the case in certain neural and holographic systems [9, 10, 11]. However, these implementations will
not be given further consideration in this work, and so the terms associative memory and content
addressable memory will be used interchangeably.
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later write operations. If the write driver is not enabled, the PE is masked, and its
memory remains unchanged. Fields within a word can also be masked, so that some
fields are modified while others are preserved. The Write(-, 6, 8) operation sets B = 6
and C = 8 while leaving the contents of the A field unchanged. These match and
conditional write operations turn out to be surprisingly powerful primitives, which
can be combined to perform more complex tasks. Section 2.1 demonstrates bit-serial
addition procedures on single-trit fields, where a trit is a ternary digit of value 0, 1,
or X.
The example PE of Fig. 1.3 illustrates the two defining features that distinguish
an associative processor or content addressable parallel processor from an associative
memory [12]:2
* The feedback path allows match results to control later writes, and
* The masked write feature allows some parts of the word to be preserved while
others are modified.
Computing systems incorporating associative processors as essential components are
termed associative computers [14, 15].
The discussion so far has assumed fully-parallel operation, meaning that multiple
bits of all PEs may be examined or modified simultaneously. Other organizations
are also possible [16], such as bit-parallel/word-serial or bit-serial/word-parallel. The
first approach allows several memory words to share the same word logic and sense
amplifier [17]. The second and more common organization requires that match and
write operations examine or modify only one bit of each memory word at a time [18,
19, 20]. Multibit operations take several cycles, and combining results of the single-
bit matches requires relatively complex word logic. Both of these organizations give
up some of the available parallelism, but they have the advantage of requiring only
conventional RAM cells in their implementations. In contrast, fully-parallel systems
must use more specialized associative memory cells, which historically have been
relatively expensive compared to standard RAM. However, this work describes a
dense new dynamic cell using only five n-channel transistors. This technology should
make fully-parallel systems competitive, especially in applications requiring many
relatively simple PEs.
1.3 Comparison to Other Image Processors
Pixel-parallel image processors can solve many problems in constant time, but their
hardware requirements vary directly with image area. Although associative processing
elements can be very compact when designed in the smart memory style, one might
still wonder whether the pixel-parallel approach is too expensive. To answer the
question, it is worth skipping ahead a bit to present some experimental results here
in the introductory chapter.
2 Compare also the less precise definitions of [13, 14].
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Table 1.1 compares the associative processor to several other systems. The entries
are arranged in order of approximate flexibility, with an application-specific analog
processor [8] on the top line and a general-purpose microprocessor [21] at the bottom.
In between are two pipelined convolution chips from LSI Logic's family of image
processing products [22, 23, 24], the four-PE Image Signal Multiprocessor (ISMP)
from Matsushita [25], and the prototype associative processor of this work. Two
image processing problems are used in the comparison: a 3 x 3 Laplacian convolution
and the nonlinear smooth and segment (S&S) operation described in Section 5.6.
Per-image execution times are given for the pixel-parallel machines; per-pixel values
for the others.
Two figures of merit are useful for comparative evaluations. The first of these can
be understood as ( Area (1
Pixels per second '
the silicon area required to achieve a given rate of performance. Equivalently, as
Time x Area (1.2)
pixel (1.2)
it reflects the resources utilized for each pixel processed. The rightmost column of
the table presents the energy required for each pixel computation.
The analog focal plane processor is the clear winner by any numerical measure,
but it achieves its efficiency at the expense of generality, as it performs only the
smooth and segment operation. At the other end of the flexibility spectrum, the
general-purpose Alpha microprocessor is by far the most resource-hungry of the sys-
tems. The remaining four systems obtain comparable scores on the time-area and
energy metrics. For a given level of performance, the associative processor should
not be substantially more expensive than the the other approaches, but it will be
considerably more general. While the specialized pipelined parts might be preferred
in certain embedded applications, the associative processor's flexibility makes it more
attractive as a general-purpose image processing accelerator.
1.4 Organization of Thesis
This chapter introduced associative processing as a model of computation utilizing
smart memories, and it described an image processing system based on the chips
produced in this work. The remaining chapters discuss the primary contributions of
this thesis, which include: 1) a new dynamic associative processor cell using dual-gate
devices, 2) compact word logic for use with the cell, 3) an asynchronous reconfigurable
mesh network for inter-processor communication, 4) a pass transistor network for
responder prioritization and counting, and 5) the implementation and demonstration
of a fully functional integrated associative processing system.
Chapter 2 describes the specific features of this associative processor design, at a
level intended to familiarize potential users with the system's capabilities. Examples
Table 1.1
Comparison of Image Processing Systems
Time per Time x Area Energy
Description xv image per pixel per pixelDescription
S&S Laplacian S&S Laplacian S&S Laplacian
Focal Plane Processor [8]
Pixel-parallel analog 200 ns 310 ps pm 2  187 pJ
1.5 pm CCD-CMOS
.2 LSI 64243
8 3 x 3 Multi-Bit Filter [24] Nx25 ns 25 nJ
Pipelined digital
1.5 pm CMOS
LSI 64240
8 x 8 Multi-Bit Filter [22, 23] Nx50 ns 11 sAm 2  125 nJ
Pipelined digital
1.5 pm CMOS
ISMP [25]
4-PE Multiprocessor N x 98 ns 19 s /m2  283 nJ
1.2 pm CMOS
Associative Processor 90 s 26 s pm 2  69 nJ
Pixel-parallel
1.5 pm CCD-CMOS 98 ps 28 s pm 76 nJ
Digital 21064 pP "Alpha" [26]
64-bit RISC at 150MHz Nx 1.5 ps 340 s pm 2  33 pJ
.75prn CMOS
of simple arithmetic algorithms provide motivation for the use of a two-input function
generator in the word logic, and the operation of the reconfigurable mesh network
and the response resolver is also described.
The next two chapters discuss the most important circuits in greater depth. Chap-
ter 3 reviews previously reported associative memory cells and then presents the dy-
namic associative processor cell used in this design. The necessary sense and driver
circuits are also discussed, with particular attention to switching noise considerations.
The remaining circuits of the processing element are presented in Chapter 4, including
the special-purpose cells used in the network and response resolver implementations.
Chapter 5 reports experimental results from the integrated associative processor
and related test circuits. Both measured and simulated results are used in perfor-
mance evaluation, which is complicated by the fact that the chip was eventually
fabricated in a process other than that for which it was designed. A demonstration
image processing application is also presented.
The body of the thesis concludes with a summary of major accomplishments
and ideas for future research. Several appendices present detailed documentation,
including complete schematic diagrams.
Chapter 2
An Integrated Associative
Processor
This chapter provides an architectural overview of the integrated associative processor
and describes the chip's capabilities and use. The first three sections cover the basic
functionality of the word logic, the inter-processor communication network, and the
response resolution subsystem. Section 2.4 describes the chip's image input/output
facility, and Section 2.5 sketches the design of the system controller. Implementation
details are touched on only lightly in this chapter; the interesting aspects of the circuit
design are reserved for Chapter 4.
2.1 Word Logic
In an area-efficient design the processing element's word logic must match the vertical
pitch of its memory word. This constraint is a strong incentive to reduce word logic
complexity. Consider, as a design exercise, the simplest logic element imaginable: a
wire.
Figure 2.1 is a fully-parallel associative PE with the sense amplifier output fed
directly back to the write enable driver. Match and write patterns are presented to
the associative memory word on the trit lines, which run vertically through the PE
array. Surprisingly, even this simple PE can perform useful operations, through the
use of a sequential state transformation process [27, 2]. Table 2.1 presents a truth
table for the destructive single-bit full add, A + B + C - A, C. The least significant
bit of the sum replaces the value of A, and the carry bit C receives the most significant
bit. A quick examination of the table reveals that no work needs to be done in the
checked states; the new values of A and C are the same as the old values. The other
four states need to be transformed, as indicated by the arrows. Each transformation
requires one match and one write operation, as shown in Table 2.2.
The first match operation selects all PEs with ABC = 001 and sets their sense
amplifier contents to 1. Only these PEs participate in the following write operation,
which sets A = 1 and C = 0 to transform state 1 into state 4. Steps 3 and 4 transform
Sense
Trits In Driver
Figure 2.1: Associative processing element with direct match-write feedback.
Table 2.1
Full-Add Truth Table and Transformations
State Previous State New State
Number A B C A C Transform
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 001 10
2 010 10
3 011 01 /
4 1 0 0 1 0 /
5 1 0 1 0 1
6 1 1 0 0 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 /
Table 2.2
Full-Add Procedure
Pattern Sense Amplifier
Step Instruction A B C Contents
1 Match 0 0 1 ABC
2 Write 1 - 0 A B C
3 Match 1 0 1 ABC
4 Write 0 1 ABC
5 Match 1 1 0 ABC
6 Write 0 - 1 ABC
7 Match 0 1 0 ABC
8 Write 1 - 0 ABC
1 4| 
II
Match(p, f)
Write(p, f)
Figure 2.2: Associative processing element with improved word logic.
state 5 into state 1, and subsequent operations handle the remaining transformations.
The order of the transformations is important. For example, if the transformation
from state 5 to state 1 were performed first, then the transformation from state 1
to state 4 would affect some PEs that had started out in state 5. Ordering the
transformations is easy in this case because there are no cyclic dependencies. If
present, dependency cycles can be broken by adding a flag bit to indicate which PEs
have been transformed. Initializing the flag to 0 requires another write instruction.
The procedure of Table 2.2 requires eight operations, but some of these are clearly
redundant, as the four write instructions use only two write patterns.1 One could
imagine delaying the write of step 4 to merge it with the write in step 6, but this
simple word logic can not support such reordering. The problem is that each write
depends on the previous match, but each new match operation causes the sense
amplifier to forget earlier match results. This suggests that the total number of
operations could be reduced by adding state to the word logic [28, 29].
The word logic of Fig. 2.2 maintains an additional bit of state in an activity
register (AR), and includes a function generator capable of computing any of the
sixteen binary Boolean functions of two inputs (Table 2.3). Two instructions are
defined, each with function and pattern parameters:
* Match(p, f). The function generator computes f(SA, AR) using the old values
of the activity register and sense amplifier (SA). At the same time, pattern p is
presented to the associative memory for matching. The AR takes the function
generator output as its new value, and the SA value is replaced by the match
result.
'The number of unique write patterns provides an upper bound on the number of writes needed to
compute a function given arbitrarily complex word logic, but better solutions can often be obtained
by recasting the problem. To give a trivial example, sixteen write patterns are required for the
computation (A, B, C, D -- A,B, C, D), but only eight are needed to perform the four separate
operations (A -+ A), (B -* B), etc.
Table 2.3
The Sixteen Binary Boolean Functions of Two Inputs
00002 False 01002 SA A AR 10002 SA A AR 11002 AR
00012 SA v AR 01012 SA 10012 SA E AR 11012 SA V AR
00102 SA A AR 01102 SA E AR 10102 SA 11102 SA V AR
00112 AR 01112 SA A AR 10112 SA V AR 11112 True
The functions are numbered such that function f is true if and only if (f & 2SA+2AR > 0),
where & is the bitwise AND operator.
* Write(p, f). The function generator is evaluated and used to enable the write
driver. If f(SA, AR) = 1, then unmasked cells of the memory word are written
in parallel, their contents replaced with the corresponding trits of pattern p.
The AR and SA values remain unchanged.
Table 2.4 shows an add procedure for the improved word logic. In the first step,
the processor performs a match with the pattern (X X 1), thereby loading C into the
sense amplifier. In step 2, the function generator passes the sense amplifier result to
the activity register, while the sense amplifier takes on the value B. The exclusive-or
(B ( C) is computed in the third step, while the value of A is loaded into the sense
amplifier.
After three matches, the sense amplifier and activity register contain the informa-
tion necessary to control the writes. Step 4 uses the function (SA A AR) to enable
the instruction Write (1-0), transforming states 1 and 5 of Table 2.1. The last write
transforms states 2 and 6.
The function generator and activity register reduce the number of instructions
required for a full add from eight to five. Table 2.5 presents results for other arithmetic
operations (Appendix F) and shows that the improved logic can increase performance
by a factor of two or more. (These figures represent per-bit requirements, excluding
constant-time initialization and cleanup instructions.)
The performance benefits provided by the word logic must be weighed against its
cost in silicon area. Fortunately, this cost is small. The activity register is almost
cost free, since it shares its transistors with a shift register required for testing. The
function generator occupies about 4600 square microns in the final implementation,
or a little more than four memory cells. Overall, the function generators account for
less than four percent of the array area.
One might consider further increasing word logic complexity to improve perfor-
mance. For example, adding an additional register and using a three-input function
generator would trim one more instruction from the addition algorithm, but it would
also more than double the word logic area. The two-input function generator provides
a more appropriate trade-off between performance and area, consistent with the goal
of very fine granularity.
Table 2.4
Full-Add Procedure for Improved Word Logic
Pattern
Step Instruction Function A B C SA Contents AR Contents
1 Match X X 1 C
2 Match (SA) X 1 X B C
3 Match (SA ED AR) 1 X X A BeC
4 Write (SA A AR) 1 - 0 A B C
5 Write (SA A AR) 0 - 1 A BD C
Table 2.5
Cycles Required for Arithmetic Operations
State ImprovedOperation Notation Transformation Word Logic
Destructive Add A + B + C A, C 8 5
Non-Destructive Add A + B + C -+ E, C 12 5
Scalar Add A + s -- A 4 3
Absolute Value IAI -+ A 6 3
Figure 2.3 shows the processing element as actually implemented. The memory
word has 64 general-purpose associative memory cells, organized as two half-words of
32 cells each. Each half-word has its own write driver, but they share a single sense
amplifier through a multiplexer (Section 3.3). This design doubles the vertical pitch
available to lay out the word logic, but has the disadvantage of requiring two cycles
to match or write the full 64 trit word. It also complicates the programming of the
associative processor, but this is mitigated by the inclusion of the special carry (C)
cell. This is a dual-port associative memory cell which stores a single value but can be
written or matched from either the A or B half-word (Section 3.2). It is particularly
useful for storing carry bits for addends that span both half-words.
There are five pairs of special cells used for inter-PE communication and response
resolution. Each pair has one match-only A cell and one match/write B cell. (e.g.,
cells HA and HB make up the H cell pair). The functionality of these cells is described
in the next two sections.
A:
B:
HNSEWU Write Drivers
Figure 2.3: Processing element used on integrated associative processor.
2.2 Interconnect
Interprocessor communication is an important consideration in the design of any
parallel computer, and this associative processor is no exception. However, the as-
sociative processor's fine grain creates a different set of constraints than that which
might limit a coarse-grain design. All physically realizable networks are necessarily
folded into three spatial dimensions. When many processing elements are integrated
on a chip, however, many connections must be made in only the two dimensions
available on the surface of the silicon die. Hypercubes and other high-dimensionality
topologies rapidly become impractical as the number of PEs per chip increases.2
2.2.1 The Rectangular Mesh
Fortunately, many image processing algorithms have modest communication require-
ments. A two-dimensional rectangular mesh topology provides a natural representa-
tion for image data and maps readily into silicon. The large diameter of the network
is not a limitation when communication is restricted to small neighborhoods [31, 32].
However, even relatively low-level algorithms such as computing histograms or la-
beling connected components can require non-local communication. Several authors
have proposed augmenting the basic mesh-connected computer with additional com-
munication paths, such as broadcast busses [33, 34, 35] and tree or pyramid struc-
tures [36, 31]. (The Connection Machine [37] uses both mesh and hypercube networks,
but their relationship is more complementary than augmentative.) The integrated
associative processor of this work retains the simple mesh topology but supports an
asynchronous propagation mode to speed near-local communication. It also includes
a response resolver (Section 2.3) to report global information on the state of the array.
An oft-repeated maxim says that in modern VLSI systems wires are expensive but
transistors are cheap. In pitch-matched layout, however, transistors are expensive
too, and efforts to reduce network wiring through multiplexing can result in false
economies. If n driver circuits are connected to a common bus, then n - 1 of them
must be inactive at all times. In a dense layout the idle driver circuits may require
more area than would the extra wires. The designer must also find room to route the
control signals necessary to enable and disable the drivers. Extensive multiplexing
is more appropriate for interchip communication than for on-chip networks in very
fine-grain systems.
Receiver circuits tend to be smaller than drivers, so a good strategy is to equip each
PE with multiple receivers but only a single driver. The driver is always enabled, so
no additional control signals are required. Figure 2.4 shows how five special network
cells are used to implement this scheme. When the PE writes to its HB cell, the
2Leiserson has shown that in asymptotic terms, fat-tree networks can simulate any other net-
work without additional hardware and with at worst a polylogarithmic slowdown [30]. In practice,
however, the bookkeeping overhead involved with such a simulation severely taxes the resources of
a very fine-grained processing element. The associative processor's mesh network is sufficient for its
intended applications.
Figure 2.4: Four processing elements with mesh connections and special network cells.
The HB cell controls the driver, and the match-only NEWS A cells are used as receivers.
driver transmits the bit to the PE's four nearest neighbors. (The network cells can
not store the X state.) The value is then matchable in the neighbor's NEWS A cells,
which function as receivers. A PE can examine all four of its NEWS A cells with a
single match operation.
Bit-serial arithmetic algorithms can incorporate network operations. Table 2.6
presents the move-and-add procedure A + BN --+ A, in which the north neighbor's B
field is added to the local field A. The first three instructions copy B to the special
cell HB. If the first match is successful, the next write will set HB to 1. Otherwise,
the write in step 3 will set HB to 0.
The remainder of the algorithm duplicates the destructive add discussed earlier,
except that step 5 matches the net cell NA instead of the local cell B. In this way,
the PE obtains the complement of its neighbor's HB cell, which in turn contains the
complement of BN as written in the first three steps. (Details of circuit implementa-
Table 2.6
Move-and-Add Procedure
Pattern SA ARStep Instruction Function A B C HB NA Contents Contents
1 Match X 0 X X XB
2 Write (SA) - - - 1 -
3 Write (SA) - - - 0 -B
4 Match X X 1 X X C
5 Match (SA) X X X X 0 BN C
6 Match (SA e AR) 1 X X X X A BN ED C
7 Write (SA A AR) 1 - 0 - - A BN E C
8 Write (SA A AR) 0 - 1 - - A BN e C
tion necessitate the double complement; see Section 4.2.) Combining arithmetic and
communications operations in this way is faster and more memory efficient than the
naive approach of copying the B field and performing a local addition.
2.2.2 Asynchronous and Reconfigurable Communication
The example in Table 2.6 used the network's synchronous mode of operation, which
requires several instructions to move information from one PE to its neighbor. This
method works well for local communication, but results in unacceptable delays over
long distances. Better performance may be achieved by providing an asynchronous
communication path where gate delays-not clock cycles-limit propagation time.
Illiac III [38] was an early machine to use the technique; its network provided a
"flash-through" mode. Other examples include CLIP4 [39], BAP [40], DAP [41], and
ASP [42].
Asynchronous propagation is especially powerful in systems that also provide some
degree of connection autonomy, the ability of individual processing elements to con-
figure their net connections independently. The polymorphic torus [43] is an early
and representative example. As illustrated in Fig. 2.5(a), the base network (BNET) is
a two-dimensional rectangular torus, with an internal network (INET) at each node.
As originally conceived, the INET is a completely-connected switching network al-
lowing each of the four BNET branches to be connected to one or more of the other
branches. The processing element controls the six switches. The ideal INET proved
too costly to implement in the "YUPPIE" prototype, and so a much more limited
switch was used [44].
The Gated Connection Network (GCN) was developed jointly by researchers at
Hughes and the University of Massachusetts at Amherst [45, 46]. (The Amherst
authors seem to prefer the term coterie network.) While conceptually similar to
the polymorphic torus, the GCN implements a more capable subset of the ideal full
connectivity. Figure 2.6 shows a pair of GCN nodes, each with eight switches. Four
switches correspond to the compass directions (N,S,E,W), while two more are used to
0-
(a)
Figure 2.5: Polymorphic torus network [43]. (a) Base net with internal net 0 at every
node. (b) Ideal completely-connected INET.
Figure 2.6: Gated Connection Network switches for two PEs [46].
bypass processing elements on the diagonals (NE,NW). The H and V switches were
omitted in one of the group's earliest publications [47], but were added later to permit
north-south and east-west signals to cross without interacting.
Reconfigurable networks like the GCN allow processing elements to group them-
selves into connected regions of arbitrary shape. Two such coteries are shown in
Fig. 2.7. Each coterie's network functions as a wired-oR broadcast bus. A sim-
ple bit-serial procedure can be used to find the PE with the minimum address in
each coterie, broadcasting its address and labeling connected PEs in the process [47].
The minimum and maximum x and y coordinates may be found by similar proce-
dures, in order to compute a bounding rectangle for the coterie. Note that these
operations are performed on all coteries in parallel. The real power of reconfig-
urable networks is their ability to perform parallel data-dependent operations on
SIMD machines. The Amherst-Hughes group has coined the term multiassociative to
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Figure 2.7: Net configuration with two coteries and a unidirectional path.
describe this capability [48].
More sophisticated algorithms use the coterie network to find means, medians and
convex hulls [48]; to compute Hough transforms [47]; to detect straight lines [49]; and
to route messages through the array [50]. However, the published GCN algorithms
require neither the diagonal bypassing of PEs nor the orthogonal crossing of vertical
and horizontal wires [51]. One goal of this project was to implement enough of the
GCN functionality to perform the most important image processing tasks without
compromising the associative processor's dense, pitch-matched design style. The
resulting Asynchronous Reconfigurable Mesh (ARM) logic is shown in Fig. 2.8. A
processing element establishes a communication link from a neighbor by writing a 1
to the appropriate NEWS B cell. When a 1 is received from a neighbor, the HB cell
is set, and the signal propagates through the cell to all four neighbors. Simultaneous
broadcasting in coteries is accomplished as follows:
* Processing elements configure their NEWS B cells to establish connectivity.
* All PEs write 0 to their HB cells.
* Senders write 1 to their HB cells, and the network is allowed to settle.
* Each PE examines its HB cell. If it finds a 1, it knows it is connected to a
sender.
In this way, the ARM network computes the logical oR of the HB cells in a connected
region.
One consequence of allowing processing elements to configure their own network
connections is that the length of the longest path is not necessarily known to the con-
troller, and therefore the worst-case propagation time may be unpredictable. How-
ever, the controller can poll the array to determine whether any unsettled coteries
exist. The Amherst/Hughes group has developed hybrid algorithms that handle the
Figure 2.8: Asynchronous reconfigurable mesh logic. The NEWS B cells are used to
enable the network inputs. The HB cell is set when a 1 is received on an enabled channel.
Match-only NEWS A cells are used to examine the state of the connections, as in Fig. 2.4.
majority of coteries using their GCN network, but that timeout to handle the occa-
sional troublesome cases by alternate means [52].
The ARM circuit implementation is discussed in Section 4.2, but it should be
emphasized here that the AND and oR gates of Fig. 2.8 are drawn only to show
logical function. The actual implementation uses n-channel precharged logic and is
quite dense.
Unlike the GCN, which was implemented as a separate communication subsystem,
the ARM shares its wiring and driver circuits with the associative processor's syn-
chronous network. The two network designs provide the basic functionality necessary
for a large class of applications, but the ARM does not support the GCN's little-used
diagonal bypassing and orthogonal crossing capabilities. Similar features could be
implemented in the ARM by providing four additional cell pairs for the next-nearest
neighbors, but the potential benefits were deemed insufficient to justify a 10 percent
increase in area. However, because the ARM uses separate wires for transmitted and
received data on each link, it does allow unidirectional communication paths to be
configured (Fig. 2.7). It remains to be seen whether either design's unique features
provide significant algorithmic utility.
At the present level of integration, the chip's 16 x 16 array of processing elements is
too small to hold an interesting image. Practical systems will therefore require arrays
of many chips, with the communication network extended across chip boundaries
(Section 2.4). The on-chip array has perimeter 64, but a 4:1 multiplexing scheme
reduces the network pin count to 16 inputs and 16 outputs. Separate input and
output pins are required since the direction of information flow in the ARM is not
known a priori. This fact also precludes clever wiring schemes such as BLITZEN's
X-Grid [53].
2.3 Response Resolution
When a content addressable memory performs a match operation, the memory words
that match the presented data are termed responders. In an associative processor, the
responder set may be identified by the logical combination of several match results. In
either case, if more than one responder can occur, the system should have a multiple
response resolution circuit. The response resolver produces summary information
about the state of the array and feeds it back to the host computer and/or the
individual PEs.
The ARM network of the previous section performs simple some/none response
resolution on each coterie. The HB cell will match 1 if there are some coteries in the
region and will match 0 if there are none. Responder prioritization and counting are
examples of more sophisticated resolution tasks. The first task selects a single respon-
der from a set of many. Repeated operations can be used to count the responders,
or additional hardware may be provided to perform the count in time independent of
the responder set's size.
Once again, the need to fit circuits on the memory pitch bounds the space of
available solutions. The fastest response resolvers use tree and shower topologies [54,
55] that do not lay out well in memory arrays. Linear chains are easier to lay out,
but their delays increase with length. A good compromise solution is to use linear
chains within each subarray, combining the chain results in a tree structure.
2.3.1 Chains for Prioritizing and Counting
Figure 2.9 shows a logic diagram for a prioritizing chain using OR gates. Each input
on the left side of the chain corresponds to one PE and is asserted if that PE is a
responder. The output on the right side is asserted only if the PE is a responder and
there are no higher priority responders. In the figure, PE1 is the first responder; it
passes a 1 down the chain to inhibit PE2 and lower priority responders. The bottom
of the OR chain produces a some/none result for all PEs in the chain.
A chain of exclusive-OR gates can count responders in log 2 N steps, with N equal
to the length of the chain. Fig. 2.10 shows the three steps of the procedure for a
chain of seven PEs. At the beginning of step 1, there are six 1 inputs on the left
indicating six initial responders. The exclusive-OR chain computes the parity, and
the last gate outputs a 0. This is the least significant bit of the count. Then the
responders receiving a 0 from the chain are instructed to turn themselves off. This
Figure 2.9: Prioritizing chain of OR gates.
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
1 0
0 1
0 0
1 0
0 1
1 0
0 1
00
10 • 0
1 0
1 0 0
0 1 1
00 1
1 1
0 1
1 1 02=6
Figure 2.10: Counting responders with an XOR chain.
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
Table 2.7
Responder Chain Behavior
Cod,out Cev,outCod,in Cev,in HB = 0 HB = 1
00 00 10
10 10 01
01 01 10
Cod,out ev,out
Figure 2.11: Pass transistor logic for respon-
der chain.
action disables every other responder (not every other PE), so that three remain at
the beginning of step 2. The bottom of the chain now produces a 1. Finally, half the
responders are again disabled, and the most significant bit 1 is obtained. Taking the
bits in reverse order gives 1102 = 6, the number of initial responders.
Both the OR and XOR chains can be implemented with a single pass transistor
network, as shown in Fig. 2.11. The odd and even lines (Cod and Ce,) pass from one
PE to the next, and PEs can examine the state of the chain by matching their HA
cells. The HB cell serves as a responder flag. As shown in Table 2.7, the Cd and
Ce,, lines pass through non-responding PEs unchanged. However, if HB contains a 1,
then Cod,in will cross over to Cev,,out while Cod,out takes the inverter output Cod,in. This
is equivalent to the XOR function, if the tokens are identified with bits such that
{00, 01} - 0 and {10} + 1. (2.1)
That is, if the top of the chain is loaded with a 00 or 01 token, then Cod,out will
produce the exclusive-OR of all the HB responder flags at the bottom of the chain.
To prioritize responders, one begins by loading the top of the chain with two 0
bits. The 00 token propagates down to the first responder, which converts it to a 10.
Lower priority responders will exchange the 10 and 01 tokens, but they cannot restore
the 00. The chain is equivalent to a cascade of OR gates under the identification
{00} +- 0 and {01, 10} + 1. (2.2)
Any PE receiving a 00 token on its Cod,in and Ce,,,i, lines knows there are no higher
priority responders. Note that no additional circuitry is necessary to implement the
AND gate of Fig. 2.9. After a PE examines its HA cell with a match operation, it can
compute the AND in its function generator.
2.3.2 Prioritization with Multiple Chains
The prototype chip's 256 processing elements are serviced by four chains of length 64,
organized as shown in Fig. 2.12. At the bottom of each chain, an OR gate computes a
ER
Figure 2.12: Response resolver with four chains. Count results are combined by a tree of
adders. The top row of OR gates performs prioritization look-ahead.
some/none result from the Cod and Ce,, outputs. This signal passes to the Ce,, inputs
of the following chains, where it can inhibit lower-priority responders. The count
operation is unaffected by the responder propagation, because the XOR map (2.1)
interprets both 00 and 01 tokens as 0 bits.
The chip enable signal E indicates that no responders are present in any higher-
priority chips. It is computed as the NOR of all previous chips' responder (R) outputs,
using the conventional tree structure of Fig. 2.13. (The R signal could be taken from
the last array's OR gate, but a faster circuit is described in Section 4.3.1.) A binary
tree with N chips at its leaves requires N - 1 nodes and settles in O(log N) time.
A thorough summary of optimized responder designs may be found in [56, §4.3]. At
higher levels of integration it may be desirable to use a tree for on-chip prioritization,
but with only four subarrays the tree offers little advantage over the arrangement of
Fig. 2.12.
2.4 System Organization and Image I/O
A digitized image is a three-dimensional array of bits, with height and width corre-
sponding to the size of the image in pixels, and depth equal to the number of bits
used to represent each pixel. Because interesting images contain far too many bits
to be contained on a single present-generation associative processing chip, the bits
must be parceled out to several chips for processing. One consequence of integrating
processor and memory on the same chip is that systems can not be organized into
bit planes, but must instead be partitioned in the spatial dimensions. This may be
seen in Fig. 2.14, in which system (b) illustrates on a small scale the planar memory
1R
Figure 2.13: Responder prioritization tree. The leaves of the tree are four associative
processing chips, each with an enable input E and a some/none resonder output R.
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Figure 2.14: Multi-chip system organization. (a) A single four-bit pixel in the image
plane. (b) Planar partitioning, with one chip per bit plane. (c) Spatial partitioning, with
one chip per quadrant of the image.
organization typically used for frame buffers in graphics applications. There are four
chips in the example system, each devoted to one bit plane of the 8 x 8 image. Since
no pixel is stored entirely in one chip, any processing must be performed outside the
memory system where the bits can be brought together. Pixel-parallel image process-
ing requires a different memory organization, as shown in Fig. 2.14(c). This design
also uses four chips, but each chip handles one quadrant of the image plane, rather
than one plane of the image depth. That is, 16 complete four-bit pixels are stored
in each chip, instead of 64 one-bit quarter-pixels. The actual associative processor
design is similar but larger, with each chip performing pixel-parallel processing on a
16 x 16 array of 64-trit processing elements.
Considering only bandwidth limitations, the two example systems have equiva-
lent input/output (I/O) capabilities. For example, if every chip had one I/O pin,
then both systems could move four bits in each transfer. The planar organization of
Fig. 2.14(b) has a decided practical advantage, however, because it can easily trans-
fer whole pixels in scan line order, the most convenient format for most imagers and
displays. The transfer operation makes effective use of the parallelism available in
the pixel dimension by dividing the pixel stream into separate bit streams for each
plane.
To achieve similar I/O parallelism in an associative processor, the image data must
be reformatted to match the system's spatial partitioning. The early associative pro-
cessor STARAN and its successor the MPP both had memory systems designed to
perform bit reordering [57, 58], and more recent publications have described special-
ized memory chips for this purpose [59, 60]. These designs share certain similarities,
but each is specific to its intended application. The associative processor chip de-
scribed in this work includes a shift register for communicating with its own format
converter, the design of which is still in progress [61]. As shown in Fig. 2.15(a), the
shift register runs along the south border of each chip and functions independently
of the network during normal operation. In load mode (b), however, the northbound
network connections of each column are wrapped into a loop with the shift register
forming an extra row. The shift register contents are then copied into the south-
ernmost row of processing elements, to be replaced by the contents of the top row's
HB cells. By repeatedly shifting and loading rows of bits, the system can output a
processed image while simultaneously reading in the next raw image. Note that the
bits of each plane are transferred in conventional scan line order-the first bit to enter
from the southeast ends up in the northwest corner.
2.5 Controller Design3
The associative processing elements are voracious consumers of instructions. De-
signed to execute an 83-bit instruction every 100 ns, the chips require close to 1 Gbit
3The ideas presented in Section 2.5 are the products of collaborative work with other members of
the M.I.T. Associative Processing Project. More thorough treatments of these topics may be found
in [62] and [63].
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Figure 2.15: Shift register for image I/O, shown running along the south edge of an
associative processor chip. A small 3 x 3 array of PEs is used to illustrate the two modes
of operation: (a) Normal mode, with network and shift register functioning independently,
and (b) Load mode, in which each column is connected in a loop.
of instructions every second. The fastest workstations would be hard pressed to sus-
tain this data rate over their system busses; they would hardly have time to decide
what the associative processing elements should do next. To ease the burden on the
host computer, many designers of parallel machines have used two- or sometimes even
three-level hierarchical control structures [64, 37, 65, 66, 67]. As shown in Fig. 1.1,
a controller is placed between the host and the associative processor array, where it
receives macroinstructions from the host and produces array instructions for the PEs.
For example, one macroinstruction might specify that the fields A and B should be
added, and another could instruct the controller to find the PE with the minimum
sum. Because each macroinstruction may correspond to several tens of array instruc-
tions, the traffic through the host interface is reduced by a comparable factor.
Previous designers have used complex controllers that are in fact specialized, dedi-
cated computers. This processing power is needed to interpret the incoming macroin-
structions and keep the processing elements supplied with array instructions. Design-
ers of parallel supercomputers can afford the complexity, but the associative processor
is intended for low-cost applications in which a dedicated control computer would be
prohibitively expensive. There are software costs as well, since separate programs are
required for the host and the controller. Getting these two programs to work together
can be more than twice as hard as writing a single program. The complex controller
also requires its own set of software development tools, including a compiler and a
debugger.
A simpler controller model is clearly desirable. One idea is to generate all the
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necessary array instructions at compile time and store the prepared code sequences
in the controller. The macroinstructions are then reduced to subroutine calls telling
the controller which sequence to send to the PEs. The controller can be simplified
because it does not have to interpret parameterized macroinstructions. Figure 2.16
shows a block diagram. The sequencer receives a starting address from the host
and begins stepping through the control store, producing one array instruction every
clock cycle. This uncomplicated design is very attractive, but efficient implementation
requires further refinement.
Unfortunately, the compiler does not have enough information to predict every
sequence a program might require. Consider the task of adding a scalar s to a field A,
A + s --+ A, and assume that s is an n-bit value unknown at compile time. Because
the instructions needed to perform this operation depend on s, a total of 2n different
sequences are possible. It is not necessary, however, to store all 2" sequences in the
controller; one can instead store just n sequences for s E {1, 2,... 2"- 1} and use
these to construct the others. An even better decomposition exists, requiring 2n
sequences but handling carries more efficiently. Because many important operations
can be similarly decomposed, the controller includes hardware to select appropriate
sequences for scalars supplied at run time [62].
Another optimization allows the system to handle responder feedback more effi-
ciently. In the conventional scheme, the sequencer uses the responder flag and other
array status bits to perform conditional branches. Following path 1 in Fig. 2.16, the
state of the array determines the sequencer's flow of control, which in turn determines
which instructions will be read from the control store and delivered to the array. This
responder feedback path is critical to many search algorithms, so there is a strong
incentive to reduce its delay. The associative processor chips are designed to accept
responder feedback directly, following path 2 and bypassing the sequencer and control
store. Support for this feature requires only one additional transistor per processing
element (Section 4.3).
2.6 Summary
The first sections of this chapter described the architectural features of three associa-
tive processor subsystems. Each design involves a compromise between capability and
complexity. In Section 2.1, a compact word logic design using a two-input function
generator and a single-bit activity register was shown to improve arithmetic perfor-
mance substantially. The next conceivable increment in complexity, a three-input
function generator, would not deliver sufficient performance improvements to justify
its cost in area.
The Asynchronous Reconfigurable Mesh supports the basic functionality of the
Gated Connection Network, but the present design does not implement the seldom-
used features of diagonal bypassing and orthogonal crossing. Special memory cells
allow the network circuits to communicate with the word logic over the memory
match and write lines. This design avoids complicating the word logic with additional
Branch Address
Array Instruction
PE Array
Figure 2.16: System control path.
registers, and does not require expanding the instruction set to include operations
other than match and write.
The response resolver performs both prioritization and counting tasks, using a
simple pass transistor circuit to compute both the oR and XOR functions. Linear
chains are used in the pitch-matched environment of the PE arrays, but tree structures
are used to combine responder results from the many chips in a system.
Section 2.4 described the organization of a multi-chip system and explained the
need for a format converter in the image I/O path. Section 2.5 discussed the benefits
of the simplified controller design used in the associative processor system.

Chapter 3
Associative Memory
The first electronic content addressable memory was reported by Slade in 1956 [68].
His "catalog memory" used cryotrons, the superconducting switches thought to be
very promising at the time. Since then, associative memories have been imple-
mented or proposed in most of the technologies that have been used for conventional
memories, from cryotrons to Josephson junctions, magnetic cores to magnetic bub-
bles [13]. Of course, the dominant memory technology today is the integrated circuit,
with no immediately competitive alternatives. In particular, MOS (Metal-Oxide-
Semiconductor) technology achieves the high density and low power that is especially
desirable for memory arrays, both conventional and associative.
Without undertaking an exhaustive survey, the first section of this chapter reviews
some representative implementations of MOS CAM cells. This brief history prepares
an appropriate context for Section 3.2, which describes the dynamic associative pro-
cessor cell used in this design. The remaining two sections describe the circuits used
to sense and control the memory array, with particular attention to switching noise
considerations.
3.1 Content Addressable Memory Cells
Like their random access cousins, most content addressable memory cells can be
classified as either static or dynamic. The static cells use active bistable circuits
to maintain their state and generally offer a speed advantage. Dynamic cells forgo
the active circuitry and store their state by charging or discharging high-impedance
nodes. Periodic refresh operations are required to replace any charge that leaks away.
This refresh overhead is the price one pays for the dynamic cells' greater density.
Pseudo-static cells make up a third class, storing charge dynamically but also
supporting a self-refreshing operation. Although beyond the scope of this discussion,
most of these cells can be understood as variants or simplifications of the static cells
described below [69, 70].
The basic associative operation is the match, in which the state of the cell is
compared with a presented value. Most CAMs allow a don't care (X) to be presented,
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Figure 3.1: First MOS CAM cell, by Igarashi et al. [73].
which will match any stored state. Some cells are also capable of storing the X
state, to match any presented value. This feature is particularly valuable in logic
programming applications and quadtree image encoding [71, 72].
All the CAM cells described in this section happen to be RAM cells as well,
meaning that they support the familiar read and write operations. The read is not
strictly required of a CAM cell, since the match operation provides adequate means to
examine its state. Even if the application does not use it, however, the read operation
is a necessary step in the refresh procedure of many dynamic cells.
3.1.1 Static Cells
Perhaps the most straightforward way to build an associative memory cell is to start
with a standard RAM cell and add a comparator. This was the approach taken by
Igarashi et al. in the first reported MOS CAM cell [73]. Figure 3.1 shows the NMOS
dual of the original PMOS circuit.1 The inverters and write transistors Mwo,1 make up
the SRAM cell, and the transistors Mco,1 form the comparator. The match operation
begins with the match line M precharged high, and a 0 or 1 is presented by driving
one of the test lines To,0 high. If the presented value does not match the state of the
cell, then current will flow through one of the comparator transistors Mco,1, and the
match line will be discharged. The X value is presented by holding both test lines
low, in which case both comparator transistors will be off and no mismatch current
will flow. The designer must take special care that the match line potential does
not drop too far below the switching threshold of the inverters, especially in the case
where all but one of the cells in a word mismatch. The mismatching cells might then
sink enough current to "write" the matching cell through the comparator transistor,
1The dual form is more readily compared to other cells in the chapter, and avoids the confusion of
negative mismatch current. The Koo cell of Fig. 3.4 is also presented in dual form, without further
comment in the text.
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Figure 3.2: Improved static CAM cell by Kadota et al. [74].
thereby changing its state erroneously. This danger is avoided in the improved cell
designs described below.
The Kadota cell [74] shown in Fig. 3.2 demonstrates three variations on the
Igarashi cell. (The separate innovations were described earlier by others [75, 76].)
First, Kadota et al. use a full CMOS static RAM cell, which dissipates no standby
power and provides a faster write cycle than do cells with resistive loads [77]. The
penalty for these advantages is the increased cell area necessary to accommodate
complementary devices. Resistive loads remain an appropriate choice when higher
density is required [78].
Second, the Kadota cell uses one pair of bit lines B0,1 for both writing and match-
ing, eliminating the Igarashi cell's test lines. This reduces the horizontal pitch of the
cell and saves area, but it precludes simultaneous match and write operations, which
are required in some applications [78, 79].
The third and most important advantage of the Kadota cell is its use of transis-
tors MAO,1 to sink the mismatch current, instead of sinking it through the inverters.
This isolates the inverters during the match operation, and prevents the false writes
possible in the Igarashi cell. The memory and comparator portions of the cell can
be optimized separately, making it easier to balance write, match, and read perfor-
mance. The drawback to this design is the additional area required by the two added
transistors.
Figure 3.3 shows the cell of Ogura et al. [80], which uses the three-transistor
comparator configuration first described by Zehner [81]. Mismatch current flows
through only one transistor, MD, which is controlled by one of the test lines To or
T1 , depending on the state of the cell. Unfortunately, this cell suffers from a double
threshold drop problem. Because the high-resistance loads can not be relied upon to
pull the storage nodes above VDD - VT, the gate of MD can not be charged to greater
than VDD - 2VT. The reduced gate drive limits the mismatch current and results in a
slower match cycle. Bootstrapped write line drivers [82] could alleviate this difficulty
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Figure 3.3: Static CAM cell with three-transistor comparator, sinking mismatch current
to supply. By Ogura et al. [80].
by increasing the gate-source drive on the write devices, but the authors of [80] do
not mention this possibility. Of course, CMOS designs can use complementary write
devices to eliminate the threshold drops entirely. A BiCMOS version has also been
reported, using a bipolar transistor in the place of MD and achieving a 4-ns match
time [83].
Another three-transistor comparator design is shown in Fig. 3.4. The Koo cell [75]
avoids the double threshold drop problem, and has the notable feature of sinking
mismatch current to the bit lines, thereby eliminating a supply connection. Of course,
power must still be routed to the inverters, so substantial area savings may not be
realized. Designers must weigh any density advantage against the increased demands
this comparator places on the bit line drivers.
3.1.2 Dynamic Trit Cells
The selection of comparators appropriate for dynamic cells is somewhat limited.
Igarashi's design is immediately excluded because it does not present a high imped-
ance to the storage node. The remaining comparators are all potentially workable, but
only the Koo configuration does its job without a supply connection. This advantage
makes it especially suitable for dense dynamic designs.
Figure 3.5 shows the dynamic CAM cell invented by Mundy [84, 85], which is
recognizable as the Koo cell sans inverters. The gates of Mso and Ms, serve as the
storage nodes, and a 0 or 1 is stored in the cell by charging exactly one of these nodes.
Since there are no inverters, it is also possible to discharge both nodes, turning off
both Mso and Ms1 and putting the cell in the X state. Thus the cell stores a single
ternary digit, or trit. The hypothetical state in which both nodes would be charged
is not used.
Any of the three trits can be presented to the cell for matching, with result that
Bo B1
Figure 3.4: Static CAM cell with three-transistor comparator, sinking mismatch current
to the bitlines. By Koo [75].
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Figure 3.5: Five-transistor dynamic CAM cell by Mundy [84].
Table 3.1
Summary of Mundy Cell Match Operation
Bit Line PotentialPresented Value Bit Line Potential Matching TritsBo B1
X High High 0 1 X
0 High Low 0 X
1 Low High 1 X
- Low Low X
each trit matches itself, and every trit matches the X trit. A fourth don't match (-)
value can be presented but not stored. It matches stored X trits, but mismatches the
0 and 1 states. Table 3.1 summarizes the match operation.
Because it has no inverters to actively drive the bit lines, the Mundy cell can not
be read in the same way as the SRAM-based static cells. Instead, the comparator
is used to perform a non-destructive read. The bit lines are first initialized to a low
potential, and then the match line is driven high. Current will flow to the bit line
Bo if transistor Mso is on, or to B1 if the cell is in the 1 state. In the X case, both
transistors will be off and both bit lines will remain low.
The write operation would seem to be quite simple: just assert the write line W
and drive the bit lines to the appropriate potentials to charge the storage nodes. Of
course, a node can not really store charge. That is just a convenient way of saying that
charge is stored on some capacitors, and that these capacitors each have one plate
connected to the node. To understand the cell, however, one must examine both
plates of each capacitor, as well as the capacitors themselves. Figure 3.6 models the
capacitors attached to the storage node So, and Table 3.2 presents typical capacitance
values for a 1.5 pm process.
The gate capacitance of Mso is highly nonlinear. When the device is in inversion,
electrons in the channel form the bottom plate, so the effective capacitance is Cox.
However, when the device turns off then the gate charge is matched by ionized dopant
charge in the depletion region. The capacitance looking into the gate is then CGB,
the series combination of CoQ and Cb.
Suppose a 0 is written to the cell. Bo will be driven high during the write, and
the storage node will be pulled up to about 3.5 V (assuming VTN = 1.5 V with the
back gate effect [86]). Mso will be off, offering only the small gate capacitance CGB
to store charge.
Now present a 1 for matching. Mso turns on as Bo is driven low, and the gate
capacitance increases to C,,o. To satisfy charge conservation, the voltage at the stor-
age node must decrease as the capacitance increases. Table 3.2 shows how charge
redistributes among the several capacitors, and also reflects the coupling through
the overlap capacitances Col,so and Col,wo. The resulting storage node potential is
only 1.4 V during the mismatch. The transistor Mso will be turned on only weakly,
limiting the current and making for a slower match cycle.
Two solutions to this problem have been reported, one requiring advanced devices
and the other relying on circuit techniques. The device technology solution focuses
on changing the configuration of capacitances at the storage node. Note that in
Fig. 3.6 both Cj and C~, have one plate tied to the substrate, making them immune
to coupling effects and independent of the transistor operating point. Ironically, both
capacitances would be considered undesirable parasitics in most other circuits, but in
this cell they contribute to the beneficial component of the storage node capacitance.
Yamagata et al. [87] further increase this component by adding stacked capacitors
Cso,1 to the storage nodes, as shown in Fig. 3.7. The sizes of Mso and Ms1 may then
be reduced, which has the additional benefit of reducing the Cb component of bit line
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Figure 3.6: Capacitance model of Mundy cell storage node. (a)
modeled. (b) Model for write 0 operation. (c) Model for subsequent
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match 1 operation.
Table 3.2
Charge at Mundy Cell Storage Node
Typical Value Charge During Charge During
(fF) Write (fC) Mismatch (fC)
Col,so Gate-source overlap 21 -31.5 30.4
CGB Gate-substrate 63 220.5
Cox Gate-channel oxide 135 195.3
Cb Channel depletion region 117
Col,wo Gate-drain overlap 2 -3.5 2.9
Cj Drain-substrate junction 10 35.0 14.5
Cip Interconnect parasitic 11 38.5 15.9
Total charge: 259 259
Storage node potential: Vso = 3.5V Vso = 1.4V
So'
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Figure 3.7: Improved dynamic CAM cell Figure 3.8: Improved dynamic CAM cell
using stacked capacitors at the storage with crossed bit lines. By Wade and
nodes. By Yamagata et al. [87]. Sodini [88].
capacitance. The resulting cell is very compact, only 8.8 pm x 7.5 pm in a 0.8 pm
process.
All these advantages are won at the cost of increased process complexity-the
cell requires three levels of polysilicon, one of which is used to distribute the plate
supply. Unfortunately, stacked capacitor processes are not offered by the largest
prototyping services, and they may be incompatible with other enhancements required
by particular applications.
Wade and Sodini have demonstrated an improved cell requiring only standard
MOS technology [88]. As shown in Fig. 3.8, the cell uses a crossed bit line configura-
tion to solve the Mundy write problem.2 Each storage node is now written from the
opposite bit line, so it is B 1 that must be driven high when writing a 0 trit, while Bo
is held low to provide electrons to the channel of Mso. The storage node sees the full
Cox gate capacitance during both the write and the match operations. The crossed
bit lines also eliminate the coupling associated with Co1,so.
3.2 A Dynamic Associative Processor Cell
In the cell schematics of the previous section, all of the match and write lines are
drawn horizontally, while the bit and test lines are shown running vertically. This
convention reflects the two-dimensional structure of the memory array. Each word
comprises a row of cells sharing the same match and write lines, and the cells in
2 An earlier dynamic cell using crossed bit lines was disclosed by Schuster in 1984 [89], but the
inventor seems not to have been fully aware of the configuration's advantages to the write operation.
The cell uses the same comparator as the cell of Fig. 3.3, and it therefore suffers from the same
double threshold problem.
Table 3.3
Summary of Representative MOS CAM Cells
Transistor Comparator Separate Notes
Count (Figure #) Test Lines
Carr [76] SE 10 3.2 No
Crandall [69] PS 4 3.1 No
Igarashi [73] SR 6 3.1 Yes 1
Jones [70] A PS 8 3.2 No 2
Jones [70] B SC 10 3.2 No 2
Kadota [74] SC 10 3.2 No
Koo [75] SC 9 3.4 No
McAuley [90] SC 12 3.2 No
Mundy [85] DY 5 3.4 No
Nogami [78] SR 8 3.2 Yes
Ogura [91] SC 11 3.3 Yes
Ogura [92, 80] SR 7 3.3 Yes
Schuster [89] 1 DY 5 3.3 No
Schuster [89] 2 DY 5 3.3 No 3
Shin [79] SC 11 3.3 Yes
Tamura [83] SC 10 3.3 No 4
Wade [88] DY 5 3.4 No 3
Yamagata [87] DY 5 3.4 No 5
Zehner [81] SD 9 3.3 No
DY Dynamic 1 First MOS CAM
PS Pseudo-static 2 Two match lines per word
sc Static, CMOS inverters 3 Crossed bit lines
SD Static, depletion-mode MOS loads 4 BiCMOS
SE Static, enhancement-mode MOS loads 5 Stacked capacitors
SR Static, resistor loads
wTo B0 B, T, WT
Figure 3.9: Static associative processor cell [80].
each column share common bit lines (and test lines, if any). One consequence of this
organization is that is impossible to modify individual cells without affecting others.
When a write line is asserted to enable one cell, the same signal necessarily enables
all the other cells in the word. An associative processor, however, requires the ability
to modify some cells in a word while leaving other "masked" cells unchanged.
Writes to static and pseudo-static CAM cells can be masked by driving both bit
lines to the same potential. The write transistors then act as enhancement-mode load
devices, and the cell maintains its original state. However, this mode of operation
typically requires a great deal of current. Although one author accepts the increased
power dissipation to achieve a modest area reduction [70], not all designers can afford
this bargain.
A better solution is to run a vertical write enable signal through each column.
Figure 3.9 shows the implementation by Ogura et al., who add a second pair of write
transistors to their CAM cell [80]. The cell is written only if both the Ww and
WT lines are asserted. This implementation requires no additional power, but the
horizontal pitch must be increased to fit the WT line.
Unfortunately, the same approach does not work with dynamic cells, because of
the charge sharing problem illustrated in Fig. 3.10(a). Ideally, no charge will be
transferred between the bit line and the storage node unless both transistors are
turned on at the same time. But suppose only the write-trit line WT is asserted,
allowing electrons to move from the bit line to the parasitic junction capacitance Cj.
If Ww is enabled sometime later, these electrons can move to the gate of the storage
device Mso. Only a few such spooning cycles are needed to completely discharge the
storage node and change the state of the cell. The process can run in reverse as well,
charging the storage node by spooning electrons to the bit line.
Dual-gate CCD transistors (Fig. 3.10(b)) greatly reduce the charge spooning prob-
lem by largely eliminating the parasitic junction capacitance. When WT is raised, the
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Figure 3.11: New dynamic associative processor cell used in this work.
left half of the channel will fill with electrons. Most of them will return to the bit line
when the gate is lowered. However, some may stay behind in traps, and eventually
diffuse to the storage node and discharge it. The same mechanism is responsible for
transfer inefficiencies in charge-coupled devices [93]. Charge spooning and the related
pumping phenomenon are discussed in Section 5.5. Proper operation requires that
these non-ideal currents be small enough so that the cell can maintain state through
one refresh cycle.
Figure 3.11 shows the dynamic cell used in this work. The circuit is based on
Wade and Sodini's CAM cell, but it adds dual-gate write transistors and a vertical
write enable line. A similar cell based on the Yamagata CAM is also conceivable,
but a practical implementation would require a process with stacked capacitors, local
interconnect, and dual-gate devices. The crossed bit line configuration was a better
choice for the fabrication technology available to this project. As was discussed in
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Table 3.4
Circuit and Process Data for Cell Test Chip
Technology CCD-CMOS
Minimum device length 2 /m
Gate oxide thickness 220 A
Cell dimensions 33.5 x 44.5pLm2
Storage capacitance (half trit) 90 fF
Section 2.1, each of the associative processor chip's PEs has 64 dynamic trit cells,
organized into two 32-trit half-words. The PE is also equipped with one dual-port
carry cell, which is implemented by simply wiring together the storage nodes of two
cells from different half-words. Complete schematics for both the standard and dual-
port cells are provided in the appendices.
Early in the course of this work, experiments were conducted to verify the func-
tionality of the cell and to assess the feasibility of using it in an integrated associative
processing system [94]. The M.I.T. CCD-CMOS process [95] was then in the final
stages of its development, and a single-cell test circuit was included on a wafer of
process characterization structures (Table 3.4). Pass transistors were used to isolate
the match and bit lines, and source followers were used to observe the high-impedance
nodes. Although the test circuit used only n-channel transistors, the wafer was fab-
ricated in the complete CMOS process.
Figure 3.12 is an oscilloscope output showing match and mismatch operations.
The first write line pulse stores a 0 in the cell. After precharging the match line high,
a 0 is presented by driving B 1 low. The match line source follower output MS remains
high, indicating a successful match. In the second half of the test a 0 is written and
a 1 is presented; the falling match line indicates a mismatch.
Read results of the three ternary digits are shown in Fig. 3.13. BSo and BS1
are the bit line source follower outputs. After each trit is written, the bit lines are
precharged low and the match line is driven high. Rising bit lines indicate the state
of the cell.
The effect of charge spooning on storage time was also investigated, with encour-
aging results. These are presented in Section 5.5, along with data from other chips.
3.3 Match Sensing
The match operation compares a presented datum to a datum stored in a CAM word,
with several possible outcomes. If the match is successful, then the precharged match
line will remain high. Unsuccessful matches produce a mismatch current related to
the number of mismatching trit positions. Only a small current will flow if only one
or two cells mismatch, but a complete mismatch will discharge the match line rapidly.
The match sense amplifier must distinguish the successful match results from all the
possible mismatch results, and must do so in the presence of undesirable noise signals.
This task is quite different from that of read sensing in a random access memory, in
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Figure 3.14: Simulated match line potential with switching and coupling noise.
which only two outcomes are possible. The RAM sense amplifier takes a differential
input and determines whether B 0 < B 1 or B 0 > B 1. In contrast, the CAM sense
amplifier must sense a single-ended signal that may fall quickly, slowly, or not at
all. Some authors have proposed measuring the mismatch current to determine the
Hamming distance between presented and stored data [76], but to do so with any
accuracy requires well-controlled current sources in the cells, which are difficult to
achieve in dense memory arrays.
Figure 3.14 presents simulation results of successful and unsuccessful match oper-
ations, with the mismatch case demonstrating a moderate discharge rate. Note that
even when the operation is successful, the match line can be pulled down by capacitive
coupling to the bit lines. This is the dominant noise signal which the sense amplifier
must tolerate. A second source of noise is the transient switching pulse generated
when the bit line drivers are enabled. The current surge produces an L4 drop on
the supply rails, which in turn couples to the match line. The pulse dies away as the
bit lines settle.
3.3.1 Time-Differential Sense Amplifier
The first sense amplifier considered for this work was the time-differential design used
on the Database Accelerator chip [96]. As shown in Fig. 3.15, the circuit samples the
match line M twice: initially on the rising edge of q1 and later on the edge of 0 2. If
the two samples differ by more than a fixed offset voltage, then a mismatch will be
indicated when the comparator is latched by 03. The positive offset voltage is built
into the amplifier by intentionally mismatching MN1 and MN2, and it must be chosen
greater than the magnitude of the possible coupling noise. If set too large, however,
a longer signal development phase will be required and the match operation will be
slower. The simulation results of Fig. 3.14 might lead the conservative designer to
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Figure 3.15: Time-differential sense amplifier and control signal timing diagram. The
transistors MN1 and MN2 are intentionally mismatched to build an offset into the com-
parator.
choose an offset voltage of approximately 600 mV, about twice the coupling noise.
Unfortunately, noise considerations make it difficult to design for a predictable
offset voltage. Early simulations of the associative processor indicated that its larger
memory array would experience significantly more noise than was present in the
Database Accelerator. The danger is that the combination of coupling and switching
effects (Fig. 3.14) might pull the match line low enough turn on Mpl. The first sample
of the match line potential would then be replaced with an unpredictable sample of
the noisy supply.
3.3.2 Single-Ended Sense Amplifier
An alternative sensing scheme compares the match line potential with a fixed reference
voltage. A switching threshold one p-channel threshold below the positive supply is
particularly convenient to implement; Fig. 3.16(a) shows the basic idea. The match
cycle begins with q high and the internal node M precharged low. After the switching
transients have settled, q may be safely brought low to begin sensing. If M falls more
than a p-channel threshold voltage below VDD, then M will be pulled high and the
inverter output will go low to indicate a mismatch.
Compared with the 600-mV offset of the time-differential amplifier, the fixed
threshold of this design is more conservative and requires more time for signal de-
velopment. Fortunately, however, the single-ended approach places fewer constraints
on the control signal timing and thereby reduces the control logic overhead. In the
case of this associative processor design, the choice of fixed-threshold sensing approx-
imately doubled the signal development phase without increasing the overall match
cycle time.
The actual sense amplifier must interface with other components of the processing
element, so it is necessarily more complex than the concept design discussed above.
The circuits of Figs. 3.16(a) and (b) differ in three important ways. First, the actual
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Figure 3.16: Single-ended sense amplifier.
(b) Circuit as implemented.
(a) Simplified design with timing diagram.
circuit uses two separate pull-up stacks to support duplex match lines MA and MB,
which correspond to the PE's two half-words of associative memory. Separate control
signals SNSA and SNSB are used for the two stacks, while a third signal SASET
controls the pull-down device. Large sensing devices are used to minimize sensitivity
to short- and narrow-channel effects, but the other transistors are near minimum
size. Second, the simple inverter of the concept design is replaced with a static latch.
The five-transistor feedback gate is disabled during the precharge and sensing phases
of the match, but it provides active drive for the node M at other times. Finally,
the function generator requires that the sense amplifier's true and complementary
outputs remain stable during the precharge phase of the match. Two pass transistors
provide the necessary isolation, and are enabled by the signal SAG.
3.4 Array Driver Circuits
In the previous section, noise tolerance was seen to be an important consideration
in sense amplifier design. This section addresses the other half of the noise problem,
that of minimizing noise generation in the array driver circuits. Several different noise
reduction techniques are used, as appropriate for the various control signals.
The easiest way to reduce switching noise is simply to avoid fast switching. When
a signal is not in the critical path, there is no advantage to driving it harder than
necessary. As a case in point, asserting the Ww signal too early in the write cycle
can only redistribute charge between the cells' storage nodes and the bit lines. The
speed of the write will still be limited by the bit line driver current.
The write-word driver circuit of Fig. 3.17 uses an undersized pull-up device MR1
to produce the slow rising edge shown in Fig. 3.18. However, such leisurely settling
can not be afforded to the falling edge, as it is critical to the write cycle timing. The
write-word line must be driven completely low before the bit lines can be recharged
for the next operation.
The pull-down devices MN1,2 are large enough to satisfy the timing constraints,
and they provides sufficient output conductance to prevent coupling problems in the
array. Unfortunately, they are also large enough to generate significant switching
noise; the driver circuits of 256 PEs could produce a noise pulse of a few 100 mV
if turned on suddenly. To prevent this, the small transistor MN1 is turned on first,
while the larger device is inhibited by the feedback transistor MP2 . Once Ww falls
more than two threshold drops below VDD, then MP2 begins to conduct and pull up
the internal node WWX. An inflection point appears in the Ww waveform as MN2
turns on (Fig. 3.18).
A similar noise reduction strategy is used for the bit line driver circuit, with small
and large inverters connected in parallel. Instead of a feedback circuit, however, the
two control signals BLXP and BLXN are used to enable the large driver. This is done
so that different timing can be used for the match and write operations. The large
driver can be turned on earlier during the match, because the worst-case capacitive
load is smaller.
FG
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Figure 3.17: Array driver circuits. Each processing element has two rows (half-words)
and therefore requires two match drivers and two write-word drivers. Two bit line drivers
(only one is shown) and a write-trit driver service each column.
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Figure 3.18: Simulated write-word line (Ww) potential. Note the coupling (1) to WWX.
The inflection point (2) occurs when MN2 turns on (see Fig. 3.17 and text).
The bit lines are also used to delay the write-trit driver, so that its turn-on tran-
sient will not add to that of the bit line driver. The WT line will not be pulled up
until either Bo or B, has fallen more than a p-channel threshold voltage below the
positive supply. One disadvantage to this design is that the p-channel transistors
must be drawn twice as wide as would be necessary for a single pull-up device. The
area is available, however, because both the horizontal and vertical pitches are already
limited by unrelated circuits.
Last, and in fact least, the two-transistor match line driver is the simplest of the
circuits in Fig. 3.17. The p-channel device precharges the match line at the beginning
of the match operation. No aggressive noise reduction measures are necessary because
this is the quietest phase of the cycle. The n-channel pull-down transistor is used to
discharge the line after a successful match operation. This reduces the load on the
bit line drivers should the next instruction be a write or a match on the opposite
half-word. Because the pull-down transistor has half of the cycle in which to do its
work, a weak device can be used.
3.5 Summary
This chapter began with an abridged history of content addressable memory cells,
leading up to the five-transistor dynamic cell by Wade and Sodini. The second section
described an enhanced dynamic associative processor cell and presented experimental
results demonstrating its functionality. The cell uses dual-gate write transistors so
that write enable signals can be run both vertically and horizontally. Without these
devices, charge sharing problems would render the dynamic cell inoperable. The
designer would then face three alternatives:
* Accept the area penalty and use a static or pseudo-static cell to avoid charge
sharing problems. Although less dense, the resulting chip would have capabili-
ties similar to the present design.
* Eliminate the write-trit line, giving up the masked write capability. The re-
sulting chip would be a content addressable memory rather than an associative
processor.
* Eliminate the write-word line, leaving only write lines running perpendicular
to the word organization. The bit lines would then be run through the words,
producing a bit-serial/word-parallel design (Section 1.2).
The M.I.T. Associative Processing Project pursued the second approach in its Data-
base Accelerator project [56], and is investigating the third alternative in a project
parallel to this one [97].
Two sense amplifier designs were considered, but the time-differential comparator
was rejected because of its sensitivity to switching noise. The single-ended design
uses a fixed threshold and is more tolerant of noise, but it does require a longer signal
development phase. Fortunately, the amplifier's simpler control timing allows this
phase to be extended without increasing the overall match cycle time.
The array driver circuits use several techniques to reduce switching noise. The
write-word driver and the bit-line driver are the most complex; both use a pair of small
and large drivers in parallel. The small driver is turned on first, thereby reducing the
initial current surge and the inductive switching noise. The larger driver is enabled
later, so that the output conductance of the circuit is not compromised.
Chapter 4
The Processing Element
One advantage of fully-parallel associative architectures is that they require very little
word logic in each processing element. The first section of this chapter is accordingly
brief, describing the circuit implementation of the word logic's two components: the
function generator and the activity register. The second section discusses the special
memory cells used for interprocessor communication, and Section 4.3 presents wired-
OR and pass transistor circuits for response resolution.
4.1 Word Logic
A binary Boolean function of n inputs is completely specified by a truth table with
2" entries. As shown in Fig. 4.1, a function generator is essentially a truth table
selector. The signals F0 ... s specify the function to be computed; one of these will
be selected by the SA and AR inputs and passed to the FG output. Note that this
reverses the usual roles of multiplexer data and control signals. Data bits SA and AR
are generated locally at each processing element, while the control signals F0... s are
broadcast to all PEs as part of the instruction word.
The function generator is implemented with the precharged multiplexer circuit
of Fig. 4.2. Each of the signals Fo...s controls the top of a NAND stack with three
AR SA FG
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Figure 4.1: Function generator as truth table selector.
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Figure 4.2: Circuit implementation of word logic.
n-channel transistors. The lower transistors in the stacks are controlled by the SA
and AR signals and their complements. Exactly one NAND stack is enabled for each
possible combination of sense amplifier and activity register states. Asserting the
corresponding Fn signal will pull down the node FG and cause the output FG to go
high. Even if Fn remains low, however, there may be some charge shared between
the internal nodes of the other NAND stacks and the precharged node FG. The
weak feedback device MR3 ensures that this effect can not turn on Mp1 and burn
unnecessary power in the inverter.
Other multiplexer designs were also considered, including NMOS and CMOS pass
transistor circuits [98, 56]. The NAND design has a decisive advantage in this appli-
cation, however, because the bottom of each stack is tied to ground. This prevents
coupling to the SA and SA nodes through the gate-source capacitance of the bottom
transistors, which in turn allows the function generator to accept the dynamic sense
amplifier signals without input buffers.
A simple transparent latch circuit is used for the activity register, with a weak
feedback inverter designed to be easily overdriven by the function generator. To facil-
itate testing, the activity registers of neighboring processing elements are connected
together to form a shift register chain through each subarray. Only two additional
transistors are required to support the shift operation, because the existing function
generator circuit doubles as part of the shift path. The NAND stack on the far left of
Fig. 4.2 is enabled by the control signal FT, and it pulls down FG if the neighboring
PE's activity register is set.
Section 2.1 discussed some of the reasons for preferring very simple word logic. The
design of Fig. 4.2 is quite compact, but it would expand rapidly with any increase in
complexity. Choosing a 3-input function generator, for example, not only doubles the
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Figure 4.3: Network cell circuits, showing the home cell (HB) and one of the four direction
cell pairs (NA,NB).
number of NAND stacks, but also adds one transistor to each stack's height. Another
five-transistor register could maintain additional state, but its outputs would have to
be routed back to the function generator, further crowding the tight horizontal pitch.
The modest performance gains to be obtained by these enhancements can not justify
the necessary increase in area.
4.2 Interconnect
Figure 4.3 shows the circuit implementation of the special cells used to interface the
word logic to the interprocessor communication network. As discussed in Section 2.2,
each processing element has a single output driver, which is controlled by the HB
cell. The match-only NEWS A cells function as receivers (only NA is shown), while
the NEWS B cells are used to configure the network.
The NA cell is the simplest. A two-transistor NAND stack discharges the match
line MA when the both the north input and the bit line BN are true. Because it
has only one discharge path, the cell can not perform the complete ternary match
operation--there is no way to mismatch a presented 1. One can usually work around
this limitation, however, as the move-and-add procedure of Table 2.6 demonstrates.
The slight inconvenience to the programmer wins a significant advantage for the
circuit designer, in that the incoming signal need not be inverted locally. This permits
a dense n-channel implementation and eliminates the need for wells. The NEWS A
Trit Presented
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Table 4.1
HB Cell Write Behavior
Trit Written Network Mode
0 Synchronous mode set
1 Mode unchanged
1 Asynchronous mode se
- Mode unchanged
and B cells are in fact slightly smaller than the associative trit cells.
The HB cell uses a static register and a Koo comparator configuration. It supports
full ternary matches, but can not store the X state. The flip-flop inverters are designed
with weak p-channel devices, so that the cell can be written by pulling one side of
the flip-flop down to Vss. Masked writes are performed by holding both bit lines
low. This design draws less bit line current than the series pass transistor design of
Fig. 3.9, and it does not require a vertical write line.
Writes to the HB cell are decoded by the control logic to set the network operating
mode, as summarized in Table 4.1. Writing a 0 trit to the HB column always puts
the network into synchronous mode, even if no processing elements are enabled. This
behavior prevents the pathological situation in which the bit lines try to reset the HB
cell while the asynchronous net tries to set it. Writing the X trit enables asynchronous
reconfigurable mode. Since the HB cell can store only binary values, the control logic
converts the X to a 1. Masked writes and 1 trits have no effect on the mode.
The NB cell uses a three-transistor NAND stack to gate the network inputs. The
left side of the HB flip-flop (G) is pulled low when all three transistors conduct. That
is, the HB cell is set when
M 3 = the NB cell contains a 1 to enable north inputs, and
M 4 = the network is in asynchronous reconfigurable mode, and
M 5 = the network input is true.
With four NAND stacks pulling down a precharged node, this design is quite similar
to the function generator described in the previous section. Once again, the NAND de-
sign was chosen over pass transistor-based alternatives. While pass transistor designs
may provide faster network propagation, they have the disadvantage of capacitively
coupling the signal being switched to the control signal at the gate. One must either
drive the gate with an active circuit, such as a static register, or else ensure that the
network is precharged to a known state before writing the control potential. The first
option consumes too much area, and the second unduly complicates the timing of the
write operation. In contrast, the NAND implementation allows the configuration state
to be stored dynamically on the gates of M3 and M1. Since both transistors' sources
are connected to the supply, coupling through C,, is eliminated. As in the associative
trit cell (Section 3.2), dual-gate transistors are used to support both horizontal and
vertical write enables. Transistors M1 and M2 are used to examine the cell with the
match operation. Like the NA cell, the NB cell can not mismatch a presented 1 trit.
it
4.3 Response Resolution
The pass transistor responder chain of Section 2.3 is capable of performing all the
response resolution tasks required by the associative processor, namely some/none
response, responder counting, and responder prioritization. However, it is only one of
three response resolvers on the chip. The second computes the some/none response
of the HB cells using a wired-OR circuit to produce a result in less time than the
pass transistor chain requires. The third resolver uses a similar circuit to compute
the OR of all the activity registers. Because the HB cell is used to store both the
network state and the responder flag, the AR resolver is needed for polling during
ARM settling (Section 2.2).
4.3.1 Wired-OR Some/None Resolver
The wired-oR circuit of Fig. 4.4(a) is used for both the HB and activity register
response resolvers [99]. Transistors M1 , M4, and M 5 form a current source to the
node Vi,,. If none of the n-channel input transistors are on, M5 will pull up Vin, tojust above the switching threshold of the inverter MN3,P3. This drives V,,t low and
begins to turn on M2, establishing equilibrium when the currents through M1 and
M2 are equal. Any one of the n-channel input transistors can upset the equilibrium,
pulling Vi, low and thereby causing V,,t to go high.
Figure 4.4(b) shows the relevant transfer characteristics. The solid line represents
an ideal inverter, with P-matched square-law MOSFETs [100]. The dashed line is the
positive feedback characteristic, in the simple case where
('X = (4.1)
and
(W)= (L). (4.2)
By symmetry, Vin = Vbias = VDD when Vot = 0. Transistor M2 acts as a source
follower, so the ideal curve has slope unity for increasing V,,out, until M1 enters the
linear region. In the actual circuit, the inverter is designed to have a switching
threshold lower than 1VDD, which has the effect of moving the solid curve to the
left. Mismatching the transistors M4 and M5 moves the dashed curve to the right,
thereby lowering Vo,,t at the equilibrium point and ensuring that MN6 will be off.
The simulated equilibrium point occurs when Vin = 2.6V and Vout = 0.2V.
Unlike more conventional precharged designs, this circuit does dissipate some
static power
P = IV =  Cn Tie VDD, (4.3)
where Trise is the time required to charge the input node to the equilibrium voltage,
approximately 15VDD. Compare this to the worst-case dynamic power for a precharged2 U. vlrcl ~13~ lt UYr~itt y~rlr O~ U` nre
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Figure 4.4: Some/none response resolver. (a) Wired-OR circuit. (b) Transfer characteris-
tics for ideal inverter (solid) and source follower (dashed).
implementation,
P= Cin V2D (4.4)
Tperiod
When designed to operate at the same speed (Trise = Tperiod), the first circuit's static
power is only half the precharged circuit's worst-case dynamic power. Assuming the
precharged node is typically discharged on half of the cycles, the two circuits' power
requirements are roughly equivalent.
Of course, this first-order analysis neglects several improvements that could sig-
nificantly reduce power dissipation in both circuits. For example, one could adjust
the input swings (subject to noise constraints) or add standby circuits to disable the
response resolvers when not in use. These optimizations were not pursued, however,
since the response resolver circuits account for only a small fraction of the chip's
overall power dissipation. Instead, the static design was chosen for a more compelling
advantage, its ability to operate without additional clocks or control signals. This
helps simplify the control logic, thereby saving layout area and reducing the design
time.
4.3.2 Pass Transistor Chain
Figure 4.5 shows the responder chain circuits used to implement the basic function-
ality described in Section 2.3. The non-restoring stage (a) differs from the logic of
Fig. 2.11 only in the addition of the weak feedback device. Since the inputs are driven
through the previous stage's n-channel pass transistors, MP23 is needed to pull the
input above VDD - VT and turn off Mp2 1 . The inverter is ratioed for a low switching
threshold to compensate for the limited input swing.
The circuit of Fig. 4.5(b) is functionally equivalent, but it includes additional
inverters to restore full logic levels. The inverters are drawn the same size as in
the non-restoring circuit, and all but inverter 4 incorporate weak p-channel feedback
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Figure 4.5: Responder chain pass transistor circuits. (a) Non-restoring version. (b) Restor-
ing version.
Table 4.2
HA Cell Match Behavior
Presented Bit Lines Match Condition
Value BOH BJH BEH
X High High High Match always
0 High Low High Match if even (Cod)
1 Low High High Match if zero (Cod V Cev)
- Low Low High Match- no responders
Low Low Low Mismatch- some responders
devices. The associative processor's responder chains are constructed of alternating
restoring and non-restoring stages. The slowest signal path through two stages passes
through three inverters, or 1.5 gates per stage. One could consider restoring less
frequently, trading increased load on the inverters for fewer gates per stage.
The processing elements interrogate their HA cells to determine the state of the
responder chain. Figure 4.6 shows the circuit, and Table 4.2 summarizes its behavior.
Three discharge paths correspond to the presented values 0, 1, and -. A 0 is presented
as part of the responder counting procedure (Section 2.3). The bit line BlH is driven
low, and transistors M16 and M17 will conduct if Cod is high. A mismatch indicates
that the number of higher-priority responders is odd and the processing element
should not be reset. The prioritization procedure makes use of the discharge path
comprising M 14,15,18 . A presented 1 will only match if both Ce, and Cod are low,
indicating the absence of higher-priority responders.
The lone diode M19 forms the third discharge path, sinking mismatch current to
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Figure 4.6: Circuit diagram of responder cell HA.
BEH. This bit line is unique in that it depends not only on the instruction being
executed but also on the state of the responder set. More specifically, BEH is driven
low only if a - is presented and the responder set is not empty, thus providing means
to inform the individual processing elements of the global some/none responder state.
This responder feedback feature proves to be of significant advantage in the design of
the system control path (Section 2.5).
4.4 Summary
This chapter has described the circuit implementation of the word logic and of the
specialized cells used in the network and response resolution subsystems. Together
with the memory, sense amplifier and write driver circuits of Chapter 3, these com-
ponents make up the associative processing element.
The circuits of this chapter are all designed for density, occasionally at the ex-
pense of performance or flexibility. Both the function generator and reconfigurable
network designs used NAND logic instead of pass transistor circuits, thereby permit-
ting more extensive use of area-saving dynamic storage. The NEWS network cells are
implemented with all n-channel transistors, producing a compact layout but inconve-
niencing the programmer, who must deal with cells that can not mismatch the 1 trit.
Finally, circuits are made to serve dual purposes wherever possible. The function
generator is part of the shift register path, and the HB cell acts as both the responder
flag and the network output register.
Chapter 5
Experimental Results
This chapter begins with a brief narration of the chip's design and fabrication history.
Section 5.2 describes how the chip was tested, and the subsequent three sections
present the bulk of the experimental results. A simple image processing application is
described and demonstrated in Section 5.6, and the chapter concludes with a summary
of the most significant results.
5.1 Design and Fabrication
Figure 5.1 is a photomicrograph of the associative processor chip. One can imme-
diately observe that it looks much more like a memory than a microprocessor, with
large arrays of repeated structures rather than numerous unique functional units.
The chip integrates four arrays of 64 processing elements, and each PE has 64 trits
of associative memory. The network is folded to connect the PEs in a 16 x 16 array,
and the south edge of the logical network incorporates a shift register for image input
and output.
An assortment of commercial and university CAD tools was used for design and
verification. The most important of these was the layout editor Magic, part of a tool
suite developed at the University of California at Berkeley [101, 102]. It includes a de-
sign rule checker and router, but its extraction capabilities are limited, and it is unable
to perform physical-to-logical verification. The most important circuits, including the
entire PE array and the memory drivers, were laboriously hand-extracted to produce
input decks for HSPICE, a commercial circuit simulator. Non-critical control logic
circuits were extracted to produce net lists for Irsim, the switch-level simulator dis-
tributed with Magic. Verification was performed by comparing the simulator output
to a behavioral model coded in C.
The chip was designed for fabrication in the 1.5 ttm CCD-CMOS process [95] at
the M.I.T. Microsystems Technology Laboratories (MTL), with the Orbit Foresight
service [103] to be used as a backup foundry. A common set of design rules was drawn
up to provide compatibility with both processes (Appendix C). The completed chip
design was submitted to MTL in October 1992. The first wafers were received the
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Figure 5.1: Photomicrograph of integrated associative processor.
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following February, but the run exhibited anomalous high leakage currents which
severely crippled the parts. The I/O shift registers were shown to function at the
limit of the test setup (12.5 MHz), and the control logic showed some signs of life, but
the greater part of the chip could not be tested. Leakage and metallization problems
continued to plague later MTL runs, so that in the end no functional parts were
obtained from the M.I.T. lab.
The backup plan to use the Foresight prototyping service was thwarted in De-
cember 1992 when Orbit announced the discontinuance of their 1.5 Am process. More
encouraging news was received the following month, as MOSIS disclosed plans to offer
Orbit's 1.2 Am process on a qualification basis. Qualification runs are free of charge,
but MOSIS makes no promises regarding either the quantity of parts to be delivered
(if any) or the date of delivery. Because space on the run was limited, it was imper-
ative to ready the submission as soon possible. Time did not permit a redesign for
the new process, but minor changes were made to the power wiring to satisfy Orbit's
mechanical stress relief rules [103]. A test array of process characterization structures
was submitted as a companion project to the associative processor chip. The finished
parts were received from MOSIS in September 1993, eleven months after the original
design was completed.
5.2 Test Setup and Strategy
Figure 5.2 shows the demonstration system used to test the the associative processing
chips. The custom printed circuit board accommodates up to four chips, the minimum
number necessary to fully exercise the two-dimensional inter-chip communication.
Instruction vectors are received from one of two sources, the associative processor
controller or the Hewlett-Packard 16500A Logic Analysis System. The system proved
useful during the preliminary testing, when instruction vectors tended to be short
and frequently modified, but the demands of later tests exceeded its capabilities. The
AP controller [62] is much more powerful if somewhat less flexible: changing a test
pattern usually requires recompiling a C program.
With the exception of the power supply, all system components operate under
control of the Sun IPX, a UNIX workstation. Performance Technologies' SBus-VME
interface connects the AP controller to the host, while the test equipment communi-
cates over the IEEE-488 instrument bus. The experimental data path unit provides a
high-speed interface for image I/O [104]. It has sufficient on-board memory to handle
bursts of up to eight frames, but its sustained throughput is limited by the slow serial
interface to the host. A future system is planned to incorporate an improved data
path for sustained real-time I/O and on-the-fly image format conversion [61].
Considerable time was spent developing software to control the instruments, gen-
erate test vectors, and analyze results. The investment yielded a versatile automated
test system operable from any networked workstation. Operator intervention is re-
quired only to insert chips, adjust supply levels, and change probe connections. Of
course, there is no real substitute for physical presence, especially when one is si-
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Figure 5.2: Associative processor demonstration system. The photograph shows the
printed circuit board with four associative processor chips in the lower left corner.
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multaneously engaged in debugging the test system, writing the test software, and
(it seemed almost incidentally) testing the chips themselves. For the most part, the
test board and AP controller worked as expected, although the test board's clock dis-
tribution did require some rework, and the AP controller was bedeviled by coupling
problems. The latter were particularly insidious, appearing only at certain clock fre-
quencies. Once diagnosed, they were easily corrected by rerouting signals and adding
additional drivers.
Chip testing proceeded in two phases. The early experiments were designed to
verify functionality of all chip subsystems. The typical methodology was to load the
AR shift registers with a known state, issue some instructions, and then shift out the
results. In this way, all the processing elements could be tested in parallel, with a
single bit of state obtained from each. Of the seventeen chips received from MOSIS,
seven demonstrated full functionality, with all subsystems operating as intended.
Nine parts exhibited memory defects (rows, columns, or cells) but were otherwise
operational. Only one part was completely lifeless.
These encouraging results established that the chip functions as designed. The
purpose of the second phase of testing was to determine how well it works, in quan-
tifiable terms such as power, speed, and storage time. These characterization results
are discussed in the following three sections.
5.3 Threshold Effects and Supply Requirements
Orbit's design manual describes a "1.2 micron double poly double metal" CMOS
process, not a CCD-CMOS process [103]. The absence of a buried channel implant
mask is the most telling difference, although that is of no consequence to this design.
A more relevant process characteristic is the difference in dielectric thickness between
transistors formed with first and second polysilicon gates. As illustrated in Fig. 5.3,
this results in an asymmetrical dual-gate structure, with the threshold voltage being
greater on the right half of the device. Orbit does not specify minimum and maximum
values for second-poly transistors thresholds, but does list a typical value of 1.55 V,
somewhat less than the 2.1 V measured for this run.
Recall that the dual-gate structures are used as write transistors in the associative
memory cell of Fig. 3.11. In this configuration they are subject to the back gate effect,
which further increases the threshold. Experiments on the characterization structures
fabricated along with the associative processor chip indicate that the cell's storage
nodes can not be charged to greater than 1.5 V when VDD = 5 V. Transistors Mso
and Ms1 are turned on only weakly, resulting in reduced mismatch current and a
slower match operation.
The problem is more severe in the NEWS B cells used in the ARM network
(Fig. 4.3). The NAND stack M3,4,5 is designed to fight the HB flip-flop and pull down
the G line. With the write threshold limiting the drive of M3 , however, the NAND can
not win the fight, and G remains high. Increasing the supply voltage VDD from 5 to
6 V solves the problem, effectively compensating for the large second-poly threshold.
tox
VT=
o A
1 V
Figure 5.3: Asymmetrical dual-gate device. The thicker dielectric under the second-
poly gate results in an increased threshold voltage. The tox values are Orbit nominal
specifications; the threshold voltages are measured results.
Another difference between the NEWS B cells and the associative trit cells is that
their write devices are reversed. That is, the second-poly gate is on the inside (near
the storage node) of the trit cells, but on the outside (the bit line side) of the NEWS B
cells. When the storage node is charging, the second-poly transistor turns off first
because it has the higher threshold voltage. The first-poly device retains channel
charge proportional to the difference in threshold voltages,
Q1 = -W 1 L 1 Cox,, (VT2 - VT1), (5.1)
which works out to about -7.9 fC for the device in question. This charge must go
somewhere when the device turns off. In the trit cell it returns harmlessly to the
bit line, but in the NEWS B cell it is injected onto the 210-fF storage capacitance,
reducing the storage potential by about 38 mV. Compared to the 1.6-V threshold
mismatch (with back gate effect), the charge injection is only a second-order effect,
but it could be corrected easily by using the same gate configuration as in the trit
cells.
Power dissipation is highly dependent on the activity of the processing elements
and on the instructions being executed. With a 6-V supply and 175-ns clock period,
an idle chip requires 48 mW to execute Nop (no operation) instructions, while a
pathological program designed to move as much charge as possible burns a maximum
of 690 mW. More typical image processing applications dissipate about 220 mW,
with the network circuits accounting for 25% of that figure.
5.4 Cycle Time and Delay Characterization
Although the chip was designed to operate with a 10 MHz (100 ns) clock, the min-
imum measured cycle time was 175 ns. The result is disappointing but not partic-
ularly surprising, given that the chip was not fabricated in the process for which it
was designed. Additional investigations were undertaken to determine whether pro-
cess differences alone could account for the chip's slow operation, or whether some
deficiency of design should be suspected. An electron beam prober would be ideal
Table 5.1
Measured and Simulated Delays
Model Type Ring Oscillator Responder ChainPeriod Ratio - ' Delay Ratio -
Measured 44 ns 1.0 3.4 ns 1.0
MTL Level 3 25 ns 1.8 1.5 ns 2.3
MOSIS Level 3 35 ns 1.3 2.6 ns 1.3
MOSIS BSIM 46 ns .96 2.9 ns 1.2
for this kind of work, permitting one to measure propagation delays through most
any circuit on the chip. In the absence of such exotic equipment, a more realistic
approach is to measure a few accessible circuits and make some general deductions
about the chip delay characteristics.
One of the characterization structures on the companion chip is a 65-stage ring
oscillator. Its period is a good measure of the delays to be expected in static logic. The
responder chain is another easily tested circuit. Its per-stage delay can be computed
by toggling the first and last PEs in the chain and measuring the difference in delay
at the output. Table 5.1 presents measured and simulated results for both circuits,
with the MTL model predicting much faster performance than was realized in silicon.
This is the model that was used to design the chip; it was extracted from transistors
fabricated at MTL, and its correspondence to the physical devices was verified. The
other models were provided by MOSIS, extracted from measured devices on the Orbit
qualification run. The MOSIS models are somewhat less optimistic, but even these
underestimate delays in three of the four cases.
The I-V curves of Fig. 5.4 help explain the circuit simulation results. While the
MTL models match the MTL measured data fairly well, they can not be expected to
describe the Orbit devices. Indeed, the MTL models predict substantially more cur-
rent than the Orbit transistors provide, especially in the p-channel case. The MOSIS
models provide a reasonable estimate of the saturation current, but the n-channel
curves do not fit the measured data for intermediate values of VDS. This explains
their less accurate modeling of the responder chain circuits (Fig. 4.5), in which weak
p-channel feedback devices are pulled down through n-channel pass transistors.
The memory array design was simulated again using the MOSIS BSIM model,
and the results were consistent with the experimental observations. Rising edges were
particularly slow in the new simulations, due to the weakness of the Orbit p-channel
devices. The write-word line rise time, for example, was 16 ns in the original design,
but 22 ns in the MOSIS simulation. The bit line slowed even more dramatically, with
rising transitions requiring 34 ns rather than 17 ns.
It is clear from these results that the associative processor chip was implemented
with much weaker transistors than those for which it was designed. Experimental
results with two easily measured circuits show that the circuits fabricated at Orbit
are 1.8 to 2.3 times slower than the MTL simulations, and simulations with MOSIS
models show some signals to be twice as slow as in the original design. One can not
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Figure 5.5: Non-ideal charge transfer mechanisms. (a) Leakage. (b) Pumping. (c) Spoon-
ing.
be entirely certain what performance might have been achieved had the chips been
fabricated at MTL, but the difference between the designed (100 ns) and measured
(175 ns) clock periods can be plausibly attributed to differences between the Orbit
and MTL processes.
5.5 Charge Storage
If the dynamic memory cells behaved ideally, charge would be transferred on or off
the storage node only when both Ww and WT were asserted. Unfortunately, real
memory cells also transfer charge by various non-ideal mechanisms, as diagrammed
in Fig. 5.5.
Leakage The term is used collectively here to describe several paths by which cur-
rent can flow in or out of the cell. These include reverse current across the
source-substrate junction, subthreshold conduction through the write device,
and possibly surface conduction in the field region. Diode leakage can only
discharge the cell, but the other currents could conceivably flow in either di-
rection. With the high n-channel transistor and field thresholds of the Orbit
process (MOSIS measured VT,field = 15.6 V), reverse diode current is the dom-
inant leakage effect.
Pumping When the inside gate is raised, the channel fills with electrons from the
storage node. Not all of the electrons will return to the storage node when
the device turns off; some may be stay behind in interface traps. If the elec-
trons detrap while the device is off, then they may recombine with holes from
the substrate. The removal of electrons produces a current into the storage
node [105, 106],
Icp - q f WL Di AE, (5.2)
where q is the electron charge, f is the pumping frequency, WL is the area of
the gate, and Dit is the effective density of contributing interface states for the
range of energies AE.
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Figure 5.6: Charge storage test circuits. (a) Half of the single-cell test chip fabricated
at MTL (see Section 3.2). (b,c) Similar circuits fabricated by Orbit on the same run as
the associative processor chip. (d) External circuit using transimpedance amplifier and
resistor to set the drain voltage for (a,b,c) while monitoring Imm. The output voltage
Vmm = VDD + R Imm, with useful values for R ranging from 1 to 30 kQ.
Spooning If the electrons under the inside gate do not recombine after detrapping,
then they may diffuse across the write transistor to the bit line. Similarly,
electrons trapped under the outside gate may eventually find their way to the
storage node. Thus charge spooning can work in both directions: either dis-
charging the storage node by spooning electrons onto it, or charging the node
by spooning electrons to the bit line.
Of course, all three transfer mechanisms can operate simultaneously, making it
difficult to measure the independent effects of each process. Charged pumped onto
the storage node leaks away through the junction, while charge spooning can help or
hinder either process. Whether the storage potential increases or decreases depends
on which mechanism transfers charge most efficiently, which in turn depends on both
the physical characteristics of the devices and on the test waveforms used.
Two sets of charge storage experiments were performed. The first used the small
test circuits of Fig. 5.6, with off-chip drivers controlling the write and bit lines. The
external circuit (d) was used to measure the mismatch current. The second set of
experiments worked with the associative processor chips themselves, observing the
cells in the environment of a large array.
5.5.1 Test Circuit Experiments
Table 5.2 presents experimental results for the three test circuits, using eight test
procedures. Each experiment began by writing the storage node from the bit line.
The write lines were then brought low, and the bit line was toggled to the opposite
state. One, none, or both of the write lines were then pulsed repeatedly for the
duration of the experiment. Observation of the mismatch current Imm indicated
whether the storage node was being charged or discharged, and the rise or fall time
to Imm = 50 pA was recorded. (Early simulations of large arrays indicated that a
mismatch current of 50 /A could be detected by the sense amplifiers, and that value
was used in subsequent experiments in the interest of comparability.) The oscilloscope
Table 5.2
Results of Charge Storage Experiments on Test Circuits
Experiment Procedure MTL Orbit Orbit Units
Number (a) (b) (c)
Discharging Experiments
B
W1lExp. 1 Wi- 3.2 1.4 1.5 seconds
W 2 \
Exp. 2 3.2 * .59 seconds
W 2-
Exp. 3 W• 58 k 3.0 k * writes
Exp. 4 W 32 k 5.4 k * writesW2- \- -
Charging Experiments
B J_
Exp.5 W* **W2\
Exp. 6 * 280 k * writesW2\
Exp. 7 1.7 M * 5.4 k writes
Exp. 8 145 k * 11.6 k writes
W27 --- --
* No charging or discharging was observed. In Exps. 2-4, the node was presumably held
high by pumping effects.
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Figure 5.7: Oscilloscope output of leakage test (Exp. 1) for the circuit of Fig. 5.6(c). For
this experiment, Vmm = 5.28 V + (30 kQ) Imm. The resistance was chosen to maximize the
output swing without saturating the measurement circuit's operational amplifier.
output of Fig. 5.7 shows the result of the leakage test (Exp. 1) on circuit (c), with a
measured fall time of 1.5 seconds.
The MTL test chips containing circuit (a) were fabricated and measured in 1989,
early in the course of this project. (Functional results were presented in Section 3.2.)
Results of charge storage experiments indicated that spooning down (discharging)
was the dominant non-ideal charge transfer mechanism. When both W, and W2 were
active (Exp. 4), the cell maintained its state through 32 000 write operations. Less
efficient spooning was observed when W1 was disabled and W2 acted alone (Exp. 3).
However, when only W1 was pulsed then the storage time was limited by leakage
current. This is not surprising, since it was the outside half of the device that had a
source of electrons from the bit line.
No charge pumping was observed when pulsing the W1 gate alone (Exp. 6); it may
therefore be surmised that spooning was the operative charging process in Exp. 8.
The slow charging of Exp. 7 is best by explained subthreshold leakage current-
no charge pumping would be expected from the outside W2 gate, but capacitive
coupling between the write lines could conceivably pull W1 high enough to permit
some subthreshold conduction.
The Orbit circuits (b,c) demonstrated consistently shorter storage times than did
the MTL parts, and they were especially efficient at charge pumping. This may be at-
tributed to a lower-quality dielectric with a greater interface trap density, particularly
in the unoptimized second-poly devices. Test circuit (c), which has the second-poly
gate on the inside, pumped up in every experiment with W2 active. Spooning effects
were also observed, with the worst case being Exp. 3 on circuit (b). The discharge
rate was slower in Exp. 4, probably because charge pumping subtracted from the
Vmm
spooning current.
These results give some indication of the relative magnitudes of the leakage, pump-
ing, and spooning currents in the Orbit and MTL processes. The test circuits are
of limited use, however, in predicting the behavior of memory cells in the array. A
second set of characterization experiments was necessary.
5.5.2 Memory Array Experiments
Table 5.3 presents results of experiments on the associative processor chip's memory
array, using both NEWS B cells and trit cells. The table's organization is similar to
that of Table 5.2, but several differences of construction and experimental procedure
should be kept in mind when comparing the results.
Consider first the effect that large arrays have on minority carriers in the substrate.
In bulk p-type silicon, a minority electron can be expected to travel a diffusion length
L, before recombining. If it finds its way into the depletion region associated with
the storage node, then the electric field will sweep it across to the other side of
the junction, thereby contributing to the reverse diode leakage current. An isolated
memory cell stands a good chance to collect any carriers generated within a diffusion
length, but a cell in an array must compete with its neighbors for minority carriers.
Each associative processor cell measures 32 pm x 33.5 pm, smaller than the typical
electron diffusion length of L, = 60 pm [86]. Other things being equal, one might
expect the storage time to increase by a factor N equal to the number of cells fitting
within a disc of radius L,,
7rL2
N = L (5.3)
Acell
?r(60 tm)2
32 /m x 33.5 /m
Realistically, however, other things are decidedly not equal: the bit line and match
line diffusions can also act as collectors competing for minority carriers, the trit cells
have two storage nodes (of which at most one is ever charged), and the actual diffusion
length of the Orbit material is unknown. Still, the mechanism described above can
help explain why the storage times of Exp. 9 are considerably greater than those of
Exp. 1, and it also accounts for the observation that cells near the edge of the array
tend to discharge faster.
The second difference between these experiments and those using test circuits is
one of procedure. Because the mismatch current Im could not be measured directly,
the sense amplifiers were used to discriminate between matches and mismatches.
However, the match line signal depends not only on Imm but also on the signal
development time and the coupling noise (Section 3.3). The worst case for false
matches is when the signal development is short, allowing less time to integrate the
mismatch current. For this reason, the discharge experiments were conducted at the
chip's minimum clock period of 175 ns. Conversely, the charging experiments used
Table 5.3
Results of Charge Storage Experiments on the Memory Array
Experiment Procedure NEWS B Trit Units
Number Cells1  Cells2
Discharging Experiments
Exp. 9 WT 115 15 secondsWw
Exp. 10 W* 330 k writesWw
Exp. 11 WT 17 M 1.6 M writes
WT. J .... \
Exp. 12 WT * 30 k writes
Charging Experiments
Exp. 13 WTWw
Exp. 14 WT 16.5 k * writesWw
Exp. 15 W* 1.8 k writes
Exp. 16 44 k 6.4 k writes
1 The NEWS B cells have the same gate configuration as the circuit of Fig. 5.6(b).
2 The trit cells have the same gate configuration as the circuit of Fig. 5.6(c).
* No charging or discharging was observed.
a 3-ps clock period, the maximum permitted by the associative processing system's
host computer interface. The slow clock is appropriate for testing even though the
intended operating speed is much faster. Allowing more time for signal development
with a single mismatching cell simulates the case in which several weakly charged
cells contribute mismatch current: one cell at 3 ps is equivalent to seventeen cells at
175 ns.
The third and last difference is that the memory array tests make use of on-chip
circuits to drive the write and bit lines. The simple test patterns of Table 5.2 can not
be used, because the control logic brings the trit cells' bit lines high between writes,
preparing for a possible match instruction to follow. The NEWS B cells' lines are
driven low between writes for the same reason.
In general, the cells in the array charged more quickly than might have been
expected from the test circuit results. Charge pumping was observed only when the
inside gate was active, with the worst cases for the NEWS B and trit cells occurring
when the inside gate acted alone (Exps. 14 and 15, respectively). One disappointing
result was the finding that trit cells charge after only 1.8 k writes. Since three writes
are required to refresh each of the 64 trit cells, the system will need to devote 11
percent of its cycles to doing refresh. This is more than the one or two percent
overhead anticipated, but it is workable in a prototype system.
The discharging results are less easily summarized, except in the observation that
none of the discharge mechanisms proved as limiting as the charge pumping process.
In Exp. 9, the NEWS B cells leaked much more slowly than did the trit cells, but it
would be reckless to conclude overmuch from this one curious result. The currents
involved are in the low tens and single digits of femtoamperes and may be sensitive to
an assortment of second-order effects. Experiments 11 and 12 are notable in that the
trit cells discharged in both cases, although test circuit (c) had remained charged in
analogous experiments. The reverse is true of the NEWS B cells in Exp. 12 and the
analogous circuit (b) in Exp. 4. In all three cases, charge pumping tends to oppose
the discharge processes. Small differences in physical construction or experimental
procedure may tip the balance and reverse the direction of net charge transfer.
5.6 Demonstration Application
Machine vision and image processing are two separate but overlapping fields of study.
Both are subjects of active and ongoing research, and both are outside the scope of
the present work. This section briefly describes a simplified application as it was
demonstrated on the associative processor. The intention is to establish the utility of
the associative processor in performing a pixel-parallel task, not to propose or defend
a particular algorithm or method.
Figure 5.8(a) shows an unprocessed image of the San Francisco skyline, with the
landmark Transamerica building and part of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge.
A higher level vision algorithm (e.g., identifying pyramidal buildings) might require a
preprocessing step to remove unnecessary detail, such as the windows of the buildings.
One could try a simple low-pass spatial filter, but this operation destroys not only the
distracting details but also the useful edge information, so that the resulting image is
merely blurred (Fig. 5.8(b)). An ideal preprocessing operation would filter only the
connected regions while preserving segment boundaries.
A smooth and segment algorithm was implemented on a simulator of the associa-
tive processor before the hardware was built. The two-step procedure is the discrete-
time analog of the fused resistor approach [7], and has also been implemented with
CCDs in an analog focal plane processor [8].
In the smoothing step, the image is convolved with a two-dimensional kernel such
as the approximate Gaussian,
S 1 4 . (5.4)
In the segmentation step, each pixel compares its value with those of its four nearest
Figure 5.8: Original and processed images of San Francisco skyline. (a) Unprocessed
image. (b) Low-pass filtered with 200 iterations of kernel (5.4). Page 89: (c) Result of 200
smooth and segment iterations, with threshold of 24/256. (d) Same, with threshold 32/256.
L I)
Table 5.4
Simulated Execution Times for Smoothing and Segmentation
Threshold Instructions Frames per Second Simulator TimeFigure Iterations(/256) per Iteration 5 MHz 10 MHz (min:sec)
5.8(b) 256 200 439 56.9 114 52:57
5.8(c) 24 200 475 52.6 105 59:50
5.8(d) 32 200 463 54.0 108 57:52
neighbors, and a flag is set wherever the difference is greater than a given threshold.
The next smooth step will not cross a boundary where a flag is set. For example, if
a pixel's east segment flag is set, then the smooth step will use the modified kernel,
-1 5 0 . (5.5)
Figures 5.8(c) and (d) show the result of 200 iterations with threshold values of
24/256 and 32/256, respectively. The lower threshold permits about the right amount
of smoothing, flattening the sides of buildings while preserving their edges. At the
higher threshold, buildings begin to smear into one another. In some cases, it may
be necessary to vary the threshold during processing to produce optimal results [107,
§5.4]. The associative processor readily supports this flexibility.
Simulated execution times are presented in Table 5.4. The number of cycles
required per iteration is somewhat dependent on the threshold used for segmentation.
Case (b) is the easiest because no comparison need be performed when the threshold
is at its maximum. Case (d) is slightly easier than case (c) because the threshold is a
power of 2, and therefore requires fewer match instruction to perform the magnitude
comparison [66]. In all three cases, however, it is clear that associative processor can
perform real-time image processing at rates greater than the standard video frame
rate of thirty frames per second.
Unfortunately, the prototype hardware can not work with images as large as those
of Fig. 5.8. With four chips in the system, the maximum image size is 32 x 32
pixels. Figure 5.9(c) shows a suitable test image, a detail of the larger image in
Fig. 5.9(a). The associative processor hardware performed 100 iterations with a
segment threshold of 16/128. Each iteration required 439 instructions, of which 36
were used for an optimized refresh subroutine. Running with a 205-ns clock, the
operation was completed in 9.3 ms.
5.7 Summary
This chapter has discussed the design, fabrication, and testing of the associative pro-
cessor chip. Table 5.5 presents a summary of the chip's specifications. Although
originally designed for the CCD-CMOS process at the M.I.T. Microsystems Tech-
nology Laboratories, the chip was eventually fabricated through the MOSIS service
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.9: Original and processed images of toy block. (a) Unprocessed image, with
box indicating area of detail. (b) Simulator output after 100 iterations with threshold
of 16/128. (c) Detail of unprocessed image. (d) Result of processing (c) on associative
processor hardware, using the same procedure as in (b).
Table 5.5
Associative Processor Chip Specifications
Associative memory 16 k trits
Processing elements 256
Transistors 134 k
Minimum drawn channel length 1.5 pm
Package (PGA) 144 pins
Area
Die 7.9 x 9.2 mm 2
Array 5.9 x 7.2 mm2
Cell 32 x 33.5 Am2
Minimum clock period
Design 100 ns
Logic' < 104 ns
Memory 175 ns
Power 2
Idle 48 mW
Typical 220 mW
Maximum 690 mW
1 Works to limit of test setup.
2 With 175-ns clock and VDD = 6V.
using Orbit's double-poly CMOS process. An automated setup was used for testing,
and most instruments were operated under computer control.
The first phase of testing demonstrated the full functionality of all chip subsys-
tems, including the memory, word logic, network, and response resolver. Later char-
acterization experiments indicated that the chip did not meet all design targets, but
these results were shown to be consistent with the measured differences between the
MTL and Orbit processes. The weak Orbit devices slowed the clock period to 175 ns,
and a 6-V supply was required to compensate for the high second-poly thresholds.
Experiments with test circuits and with the full memory array indicated that the Or-
bit parts pumped charge more efficiently than did the MTL circuits. This non-ideal
charge transfer mechanism proved to be the dominant limit on storage time.
Finally, an application program to smooth and segment images was presented in
Section 5.6. The program was first tested on a software simulator and then run on the
actual hardware, thereby demonstrating the feasibility of real-time image processing
with the associative processor.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
This thesis has described the design and characterization of an integrated associa-
tive processor intended for use in image processing and machine vision applications.
Although the performance of the chip as fabricated by Orbit was somewhat dis-
appointing, substantially all of the other project goals were met. This concluding
chapter summarizes major accomplishments and presents some ideas for future work.
6.1 Summary
The associative processor chip uses a new dynamic associative processor cell sup-
porting fully-parallel match and write operations. The cell is similar to a previously
reported content addressable memory cell [88], but it adds dual-gate write transistors
and a second write enable signal. The write-trit line runs parallel to the bit lines and
is used to support masked writes. This allows some trits in a word to be preserved
while others are modified.
The associative processor's masked write capability is one of two features that
distinguish it from an associative memory. The other characteristic is a feedback path
allowing match results to enable or disable the write-word driver. It was shown in
Section 2.1 that useful work can be performed even when this feedback is implemented
with a simple wire, but in practice it is usually desirable to provide more capable word
logic. In this design, the combination of a single-bit activity register and a two-input
function generator was found to improve arithmetic performance significantly but to
require only a modest area penalty. Like the other processing element components, the
word logic is designed in the device-intensive memory design style making extensive
use of dynamic logic in dense pitch-matched circuits.
The processing elements communicate over an Asynchronous Reconfigurable Mesh
network, which provides a mechanism for simultaneous broadcasting over multiple
connected regions. The network implementation uses specialized memory cells to
save area and preserve the simplicity of the word logic. Only one driver circuit is
required per PE, and all but one of the network cells are implemented with only
n-channel transistors. The network is readily extendible across chip boundaries, so
that large arrays can be constructed with multiple chips.
A new response resolution circuit is used to count and prioritize selected process-
ing elements. An area-efficient pass transistor chain is used within the confines of
the array, but results from multiple arrays are combined in a tree structure. Each
processing element is equipped with a specialized memory cell allowing it to examine
the local state of the chain. The PE can then determine whether the number of
higher-priority responders is even, odd, or zero, and it can use this information to
change its own state in an iterative counting procedure.
The finished chip integrates 256 processing elements with a total of 16 k trits of
associative memory. All chip subsystems are fully functional, and results from char-
acterization experiments are consistent with the measured characteristics of the Orbit
process. The test and demonstration system uses four chips to construct a 32 x 32
array of processing elements. An image smoothing and segmentation algorithm was
presented as a sample pixel-parallel application, and the associative processing hard-
ware was shown to perform the operation in under 10 ms, less than a standard video
frame period. The demonstration proves that real-time performance is attainable.
6.2 Future Work
The first priority in pursuing further work with this associative processor chip should
be to find a suitable CCD-CMOS process for its fabrication. The front end of the
MTL process has several desirable properties, including matched first- and second-
poly threshold voltages, good charge pumping performance (indicating low interface
trap densities), and thin gate dielectrics. Once the current metallization and leak-
age problems are resolved, the MTL facility should be able to produce associative
processor chips with significantly improved performance.
If the chip were to be redesigned for a more aggressive fabrication technology,
then substantial density gains could be realized through the use of local intercon-
nect [108]. The present cell design has three nodes which contact both active area
and polysilicon gates. The metal used to make these connections obstructs the paths
of the bit lines and widens the cell pitch. If truly ample resources were available for
process development, then one could consider a stacked capacitor design similar to
the Yamagata CAM cell (Section 3.1.2).
Hindsight and accumulated programming experience suggest that the chip would
be significantly improved by the addition of an AndMatch instruction:
* AndMatch(p, f). The function f(SA, AR) is computed and the activity register
is modified as in the Match instruction (Section 2.1). The sense amplifier value
is preserved if the pattern p matches the associative memory word; it is reset
otherwise.
That is, the AndMatch succeeds if and only if the associative memory word matches
and the previous Match or AndMatch instruction succeeded. Of course, the same
result can be computed in the function generator, but this operation modifies the
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activity register. With the present design, it is often necessary to write the register
value to a scratch trit and then restore it after the match. The AndMatch instruc-
tion would be extremely useful in combining match results across the two half-words.
Moreover, its implementation would not require any change to the associative proces-
sor array. One need only modify the control logic to prevent the assertion of SASET
during the precharge phase (Section 3.3.2).
The prototype associative processor chip includes several features that might be
deemed unnecessary in a revised design. For example, to reduce the probability that
a single design error would render the entire chip untestable, the responder and shift
register signals for each of the four subarrays were made accessible from package pins.
Another design concern was that subthreshold current through the write transistors
might reduce storage time. The substrate bias (VBB) was therefore separated from
the negative supply (Vss), in order to provide some means to increase the n-channel
threshold voltages. Fortunately, neither of these fears were realized. A revised design
could eliminate as many as 18 test and supply pins. As in the case of the AndMatch
instruction, it would not be necessary to modify the core circuits of the array to
implement these changes.
Working at the system level, the M.I.T. Associative Processing Project has be-
gun the design of a data path to support sustained real-time image I/O. Once a
complete prototype system has been assembled and demonstrated, the next natural
step will be to improve physical construction and create a more polished final prod-
uct. With presently available packaging technology, including multichip modules, the
entire associative processing system should fit inside, or perhaps beside, a desktop
workstation. Such a system would achieve massive parallelism on a personal scale
and expand the availability of associative processing technology.
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Appendix A
Chip Data
A.1 Pins and Signals
Figure A.1 is a pin placement diagram for the associative processor chip. This ap-
pendix documents all of the chip's external signals.
Supplies
Vbb Substrate bias. Six pins are used for this signal to reduce the
total supply inductance; all are connected internally. Should be
tied to Vss externally during normal operation.
Ground supply. Six pins.
Positive (5-6 V) supply. Six pins.
Negative supply for output pads.
nally. Eight pins.
Positive supply for output pads.
Should be tied to Vss exter-
Should be tied to Vdd exter-
nally. Eight pins.
Clocks
clkO clkl Quadrature clock signals (Fig. A.2). Instructions begin on the
rising edge of clkO.
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Vss
Vdd
Vsp
Vdp
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Vdp tw t27 t25 t23 einl Vbb Vdd ein2 sum2 t17 til t7 eout3 Vdp
rsp- eoutO tc t29 sumO sum1 eoutl eout2 t19 t15 t9 t3 ein3 ti rspO
Vss rspout einO te t31 Vsp Vsp Vss t21 t13 t5 Vdp f13 Vss rspl
@®@S@ G@BG0@BB0@
Vbb cin- Vdp nc
0000
nin3 Vdd fi
sout2 sout3 sin3
000
nin2 nout3 sin2
nckO nout2 Vsp
0@@
nckl soutl Vsp
0@@
sinl ninl noutl
@00
sin0 sout0 Vdd
00
cout- Vbb rsp2
0@@
Vdd rsp3 rr000
ur Ir ue000
Vsp re ab-
Vsp iO il
f02 tO clk1@®®
t6 t4 clkO
000
t8 Vdd t2
@00
ninO Vbb fhd Vdp tlO Vbb
noutO Vss fld Vdp tn arinO Vsp Vsp Vss t26 t22 t16 win3 t14 Vss
fo fsh winO th t30 arinl t28 woutl wout2 arr arout2 arout3 t20 wout3 t12
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
Vdp woutO ts aroutO aroutl rspin win1 Vbb Vdd win2 t24 arin2 arin3 t18 Vdp
a@@@ S@0SS@@ @@@ @
Figure A.1: Pin placement diagram (top view). Pin D4 is not connected.
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E
F
Instruction (n-1) Instruction (n)
1 2 : 0 i 2 3 0
clkO
clki
io ii ab-
Figure A.2: Instruction timing diagram indicating when inputs are read and when outputs
are produced for instruction n.
Table A.1
Operation CodesFigure A.: Instrution timng diagrm indicaing when ~~-inpt r edadwe upt
are.:: prdue fo  instruction n
- :Table A.1
ii~~iiO eratio Codesiili::i:iiiii~
il iO ab- Chip Instruction System Instruction
0 0 0 Nop Nop
0 0 1 Nop Board command
0 1 0 Match B Match B
0 1 1 Match A Match A
1 0 0 Write B Write B
1 0 1 Write A Write A
1 1 0 Shift Shift 0
1 1 1 Shift Shift 1
Instruction
i0 ii Operation code, as described in Table A.1. Signal ab- is not
ab- decoded by the chip during Nop and Shift instructions. The
demonstration system uses ab- to control arin, so that Shift 0
and Shift 1 become separate system instructions. Similarly, a
chip Nop with ab- set is decoded by the system as a test board
command. Sampled on the falling edge of clkO.
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Table A.2
Trit Encoding
Cells t Match WriteCells Trit Bito Bit1  Bito Bit1
0 1 0 0 1
All trit cells 1 0 1 1 0
&H cell pair X 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 1NEWS cells X 0 0 0 1
1 0 1 0
f02 f13
tO - t31
tn ts te tw
tc th
Multiplexed function inputs, specifying one of the sixteen func-
tions of Table 2.3. As shown in Fig. A.2, four bits Fo-0 are
obtained by sampling these two signals on both edges of clkO.
Multiplexed trit pattern inputs, encoded with two bits per trit.
Bito is sampled on the falling edge of clkO, Bit1 on the rising
edge. As shown in Table A.2, The NEWS cells' trit encoding is
different from that of the home and trit cells.
Activity register some/none responder. This is the oR of all PEs'
AR bits. The output changes after the falling edge of clkl.
Inputs for the test shift registers running through each of the
four subarrays. Must be set up before the rising edge of clkl and
held past the falling edge of clkO.
aroutO-3 Outputs for the four test shift registers. Data becomes available
after the falling edge of clk1.
Network
nckO nckl Quadrature clocks for network multiplexers. Tied to clkO and
clkl during normal operation, but may be driven separately dur-
ing testing.
Multiplexed network inputs for the four compass directions. 4
bits per pin x 4 pins per edge x 4 edges = perimeter 64.
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Activity Register
arr
arinO-3
ninO-3
sinO-3
einO-3
winO-3
nout0-3 Multiplexed network outputs, to be tied to neighbors' network
sout0-3 inputs.
eout0-3
wout0-3
Response Resolver
rspout Some/none responder output, the OR of all PEs' HB cells.
rsp- Open-drain responder output, the NOR of all PEs' HB cells.
rsp0-3 Subarray responder outputs. The OR of each subarray's PEs'
HB cells.
rspin Input for responder feedback. A high level indicates that respon-
ders are present in the system.
cin- Responder chain input. A high level indicates that there are no
responders in higher-priority chips.
cout- Daisy-chain responder output, for systems not using a tree for
multi-chip response resolution. May be tied to next-lowest pri-
ority chip's cin- input. Unused in demonstration system.
Responder Tree
Each chip has the necessary logic to implement one node of a multi-chip responder
tree (Fig. 2.13). These five pins have no internal connection to any other chip signals.
ue Up enable input from higher node in tree.
Ir rr Left and right responder inputs.
ur Responder output to higher node. ur = Ir V rr.
re Right enable output. re = ue A Ir.
Image I/O Shift Register
fhd fsh fid Hold, shift, and load control signals. At most one of these should
be asserted at a time, and fhd must be asserted after every fsh
and fid pulse.
fi I/O shift register input. Sampled on falling edge of fsh.
fo I/O shift register output. Valid after rising edge of fhd.
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A.2 Internal Timing
Nop
N 2 3 0
PHO2
PH,1
ARG
F o.:......
FT
SASET
SNS(A,B)
SAG
MDC(A,B)
MPC (A, B)
BLEN
WEN (B
B L E N -I • i,~iiiiiii~iiiii:iii~ •,• :·r: ~~~:-':;_:·Ai ·:i i':•!,l
Match I
Figure A.3: Timing of internal control signals. Above: Nop and Match instructions.
Page 113: Write and Shift instructions.
The timing diagram in Fig. A.3 shows how the most important array control signals
behave during the four chip instructions. The control logic enforces certain signal
dependencies, as indicated in the figure and described below.
1. ARG--+FGPC. Wait until the AR input is disabled before precharging the
function generator, in order to avoid reseting the AR erroneously.
2. FGPC--Fo... s, FGPC--FT. Turn the function generator precharge device off
before enabling any of the NAND stacks, in order to prevent excess current flow.
3. SASET--SNS(A,B). As above, make sure the sense amplifier precharge device
is off before beginning the sense phase.
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4. SNS(A,B)-+SAG. Complete the sense phase before turning on the output pass
transistors, to prevent possible charge sharing problems with function generator
input nodes.
5. MDC(A,B)--MPC(A,B). Turn off the discharge device before precharging the
match line, to prevent excess current flow.
6. MPC(A,B)-+BLEN. Make sure the precharge device is off before beginning the
signal development phase.
7. WEN(A,B)-+BLX. Reduce switching noise by preventing the simultaneous
switching of the write-word drivers and the large bit line drivers.
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Appendix B
MTL Process Data
This appendix provides a summary of MTL process parameters for use in hand calcu-
lations. In some cases, the tables give values for both layers of polysilicon. Transistors
made with poly 0 gates are not optimized. All values are taken either from [109] or
from extracted HSPICE models.
Table B.1
Device Parameters
Parameter Poly n p Units
Threshold voltage VT 0 1.00 -1.55 V
1 0.63 -0.72 V
Oxide capacitance Cox 0 1.5 1.5 fF/pIm 2
1 1.4 1.4 fF/pm2
pCox product pCox 94.2 32.5 /pA/V2
Table B.2
Junction Capacitance
Junction n p Units
Bottom Cjo 0.34 0.21 fF/pim 2
P0 464 585 mV
m 0.693 0.497
Sidewall Cjo 0.36 0.37 fF/pm
Po 281 389 mV
m 0.334 0.273
Table B.3
Interconnect Resistance
Sheet Contact
Material (Q /L) (Q)
Diffusion n 36 28
p 68 55
Polysilicon 0 21 12
1 17 9.9
Metal 1 0.05
Metal 2 0.05
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Table B.4
Interconnect Capacitance
Metal 2 Metal 1 Poly 1 Poly 0
Field .016 .035 .086 .086
Diffusion Cox Cox
Poly 0 .020 .058 .82
Poly 1 (fFM/tm2)Metal 1 .031
Interconnect perimeter capacitance can be conveniently estimated by extending
the top plate's dimensions by distance X in all directions. A cylindrical approxima-
tion [110, p. 136] is used to find
irH (B.1)4
A film of thickness T and height H over a ground plane will have perimeter capac-
itance approximately equal to an ideal parallel plate of width X. The extensions in
Table B.5 below are all in microns, with approximate values rounded to the nearest
half micron.
Table B.5
Extensions for Perimeter Capacitance
Film Plane T H X - X
Polysilicon Field 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.5
Metal 1 0.5 0.6 0.9 1.0
Metal 2 0.5 1.6 1.7 1.5
Metal 1 Field 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5
Poly or Diff 1.0 0.6 1.1 1.0
Metal 2 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5
Metal 2 Field 1.0 2.0 2.5 2.5
Poly or Diff 1.0 1.6 2.1 2.0
Metal 1 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5
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Appendix C
Layout Design Rules
This appendix documents the geometric rules used to lay out the associative processor
chip. They are suitable for use with both the MTL CCD-CMOS [109] and Orbit
1.5 pm CMOS [103] processes. Note that although both processes have two layers
of polysilicon, MTL optimizes transistors made with second-poly gates while Orbit
optimizes the first-poly devices. In the rules below, polysilicon and poly always refer to
the optimized layer, and the non-optimized layer is called the electrode. All dimensions
are in microns.
MTL Orbit Common
1. N-Well
1.1 Width 3.0 2.5 3.0
1.2 Space 12.0 8.0 12.0
2. Active Area
2.1 Width
2.1.2 Interconnect 3.0 2.5 3.0
2.1.2 Channel 3.0 3.0 3.0
2.2 Space 2.0 2.0 2.0
2.3 n-active to outside n-well edge 6.0 6.0 6.0
2.4 n-active to inside n-well edge 3.0 0.0 3.0
2.5 p-active to outside n-well edge 3.0 3.0 3.0
2.6 p-active to inside n-well edge 6.0 2.0 6.0
3. Polysilicon
3.1 Width 1.5 1.5 1.5
3.2 Space 1.5 1.5 1.5
3.3 Poly extension beyond gate 1.5 1.5 1.5
3.4 Active extension beyond gate 2.0 2.5 2.5
3.5 Space to unrelated active 1.0 0.5 1.0
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Orbit Common
4. Electrode
4.1 Edges not coincident with poly
4.2 Width of interconnect 1.5 1.5 1.5
4.3 Channel length 2.0 2.0 2.0
4.4 Space 1.5 2.5 2.5
4.5 Space to poly over field 1.5 1.5
4.6 Space to poly over active 2.0 2.0
4.7 Active extension beyond gate 2.0 2.5 2.5
4.8 Electrode extension beyond gate 1.5 1.5 1.5
4.9 Space to unrelated active 1.0 1.0 1.0
4.10 Minimum overlap of poly 0.5 1.0 1.0
4.11 Space to inside poly edge 0.5 1.0 1.0
4.12 Capacitor with large poly
4.12.1 Space inside poly 0.5 1.0 1.0
4.12.2 Poly space to active 1.0 0.5 1.0
4.13 Capacitor with large electrode
4.13.1 Surround of poly 0.5 1.0 1.0
4.13.2 Electrode space to active 1.0 1.0 1.0
5. Contact
5.1 Size (exact) 1.5 x 1.5 1.5 x 1.5 1.5 x 1.5
5.2 Spacing 1.5 2.0 2.0
5.3 Active surround 1.0 1.0 1.0
5.4 Active contact space to poly gate 2.0 1.5 2.0
5.5 Active contact space to electrode gate 2.0 2.0 2.0
5.6 Poly contact space to active 2.0 1.5 2.0
5.7 Electrode contact space to active 2.0 2.0 2.0
5.8 Poly surround 1.0 1.0 1.0
5.9 Electrode surround 1.0 1.0 1.0
5.10 Poly contact space to electrode 2.0 2.0
5.11 Electrode contact space to poly 2.0 2.0
6. Metal 1
6.1 Width 3.0 2.0 3.0
6.2 Space 2.0 2.0 2.0
6.3 Contact surround 1.5 0.75 1.5
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MTL
Orbit Common
7. Via
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.9
No stacked vias
Sizel
Spacing
Space to outsid,
Space to inside
Space to poly e,
Space to electro
Space to contac
Metal 1 surrour
e active edge
active edge
dge
ide edge
t
d
8. Metal 2
8.1 Width
8.2 Space
8.3 Via surround
2.0 x 2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
4.0
3.0
1.5
9. Pad
9.1 Opening size
9.2 Via surround of opening
9.3 Metal 1 and 2 surround of opening
9.4 Metal 1 and 2 pad size
9.5 Pad-pad space
9.6 Pad metal space to circuits
9.7 Pad metal space to scribe
9.8 Pad metal space to metal 1
9.9 Pad metal space to metal 2
1.5x 1.5
2.0
1.5
2.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.0
2.5
2.0
1.0
90 x 90
2.0
5.0
100 x 100
75
20
20
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
4.0
3.0
1.5
90 x 90
2.0
5.0
100 x 100
75
20
20
30
30
'There is no common rule for via size, but the Magic layout editor can generate mask data with
the correct size for either technology.
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Appendix D
Cell Design
Figure D.1 is a schematic diagram of the cell as it is actually implemented. Cells
are laid out in pairs, as shown in figure D.2, with bit line contacts shared between
vertically adjacent cells. The figure omits overlapping geometries from neighboring
cells for clarity. The unit size is 32 tpm x 33.5 pm.
Mismatch current is generally limited by the storage transistors Mso,1, which must
be wide enough to pull down the match line when the stored charge is reduced. In
contrast, the non-limiting diodes can be drawn at minimum size. The smaller diodes
contribute less capacitance to the match line, allowing a faster match operation while
reducing the necessary mismatch current. The cell uses two diode devices MDO,1, as
this topology was found to use less area than a single-diode layout.
The parasitic capacitance at the source of the diode has very little effect on match
performance. In matching columns, the node is isolated from the match line by
the diode. In mismatching columns it contributes only a small fraction of the total
match line capacitance. It must be included, however, when computing the match
line charging capacitance.
The WWA and WWB lines run horizontally in polysilicon and are strapped by
second metal (contacts every eight cells not shown). Both cells in the pair share a
common WT line, which runs vertically in metal. Separate contacts are used so that
the two first-poly gates are connected only by metal. This safety precaution prevents
the possibility that second-poly stringers could short the WWA and WwB lines. Such
stringers were observed during the development of the MTL CCD-CMOS process,
but they have since been corrected [109].
Two second metal pitches are used for the network signals NETA and NETB.
They are shielded from the match line by the Ww lines, which are driven low during
match operations.
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Figure D.1: Dynamic associative processor cell schematic.
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Figure D.2: Dynamic associative processor cell layout. A mirrored pair of cells is shown,
omiting some overlapping geometries. The unit size is 32 gm x 33.5 pm.
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Appendix E
Schematic Diagrams
This appendix provides complete schematic diagrams for all circuits on the associative
processor chip except for the cell itself, which is described in Appendix D. The
appendix is organized into seven sections corresponding to basic chip subsystems:
E.1 Trit column drivers
E.2 Word logic
E.3 Specialized cells
E.4 Word logic control
E.5 Specialized cell control
E.6 Pad circuits and perimeter control logic
E.7 Image I/O shift registers and control
The schematics are organized hierarchically within each section, matching the struc-
ture of the HSPICE simulation decks. Notes on the schematics indicate where this
organization differs from that of the layout.
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E.1 Trit Column Drivers
Figure E.1: Trit column driver.
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Figure E.2: Bit line driver. Transistors MN7,8 are vestiges of an earlier
were once needed to keep the circuit static when the clock was stopped, but
BLXN timing have made them unnecessary.
MP2
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..... HP
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design. They
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The cell sc contains the ase circuit
in a slightly different layout.
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Figure E.3: Trit control. Each instance of this cell serves four trit columns.
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Figure E.4: Trit register. The two bit line values are time-multiplexed on the
signal and are sampled on phases 0 and 2.
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Figure E.5: Trit register clock drivers. Each instance of this cell serves four trit column
registers.
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E.2 Word Logic
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Figure E.6: Word logic.
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Figure E.7: Match line driver.
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Figure E.8: Sense amplifier.
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Figure E.9: Function generator and activity register.
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Figure E.10: Write-word driver.
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E.3 Specialized Cells
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Figure E.11: Carry cell, constructed of two associative processor cells with their storage
nodes tied together.
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Figure E.12: Network direction cell pair. Each PE has four of these, corresponding to the
compass directions. The match-only A half of the cell pair is used in synchronous mode,
while the B half is used to establish ARM connections.
Figure E.13: Home cell pair. The HA cell is match-only and is used to examine the
responder chain. The HB cell serves as both network driver and responder flag.
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Figure E.14: Responder chain. The upper and lower links alternate in the chain, with the
result that signals are restored after every other processing element.
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Figure E.15: Word logic control.
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Figure E.16: Activity register enable driver.
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Figure E.17: ARG enable driver.
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Figure E.18: Activity register wired-oR responder.
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Figure E.19: AR return driver, to buffer signal before sending it to the top of the next
subarray.
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Figure E.20: Bit line enable (BLEN) driver.
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Figure E.21: Bit line okay (BLOK) driver. The ratios of the input NAND gate ensure that
the BLOK signal will not be asserted until the match line precharge drivers are fully off.
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Figure E.22: BLX driver.
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Figure E.23: Function driver. Each subarray uses five of these, for signals Fo... 3 and FT.
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Figure E.24: Function generator precharge (FGPC) driver.
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Figure E.25: Function register. Two function bits are time-multiplexed on the FX input
signal and are sampled on phases 0 and 2.
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Figure E.26: MDC driver.
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Figure E.27: MPC driver.
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Figure E.28: Phase 0 clock driver.
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Figure E.29: Phase 1 clock driver.
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Figure E.30: Phase 2 clock driver.
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Figure E.31: Sense amplifier enable (SAG) driver.
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Figure E.32: Sense amplifier set (SASET) driver.
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Figure E.33: Sense amplifier sense (SNS) driver.
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In the layout. this circuit is
contained in the coll blxdrv.L------------ - ---- I
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driver. The signal is used by the word logic to control Ww lines.
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Figure E.35: WTEN driver. The signal is used by the trit drivers to control WT lines.
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E.5 Specialized Cell Control
Figure E.36: Specialized cell control.
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Figure E.37: Home cell driver.
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Figure E.38: Network cell driver.
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Figure E.39: Responder chain logic and drivers.
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Figure E.40: CEVN inverter.
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Figure E.41: Chain receiver with pull-up.
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Figure E.43: Two-wide two-input AND-OR-INVERT gate.
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Figure E.44: Four-input NAND gate.
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E.6 Pad Circuits
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Figure E.45: Clock input pad pair.
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Figure E.46: Flip-flop input pad.
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Figure E.47: Dual flip-flop input pad.
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Figure E.48: Input pad for 5-pF load.
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Figure E.49: Input pad for 10-pF load.
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Figure E.50: Instruction input pads. This cell also includes two supply pads, which afford
some extra room to accomodate the instruction decode logic.
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in the layout, the cell netpad2 is used on the north edge of
the chip, while netpad2w is used on the east and west edges.
Their comon circuits are layed out in the cell net4.
The unlabeled 1 ets above are layed 
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in an array of four
-mux cells.
--------------------------
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Figure E.51: Multiplexed network input and output pads.
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Figure E.52: NOR output pad.
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Figure E.53: Open drain output pad.
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Figure E.54: OR output pad.
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Figure E.55: Output pad.
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Figure E.56: D flip-flop [111].
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Figure E.57: Flip-flop with inverting driver.
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Figure E.58: Input circuit with hysteresis.
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Figure E.59: Pad driver for 50-pF load.
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Figure E.60: Image I/O shift register.
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Figure E.61: Image I/O control logic, which ensures that at most one of the signals IOSH,
IOHD, and IOLD will be asserted at the same time.
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Appendix F
Basic Algorithms
F.1 Refresh
Conventional dynamic RAMs refresh a row at a time, reading a row of data into
bit line sense amplifiers and restoring it with a subsequent write operation. The
associative processor can not use this method, however, because it does not have
bit line sense amplifiers. A column refresh procedure is used instead, as shown in
Table F.1. One pair of Match and Write operations is used to refresh each of the three
possible states in the second column. The procedure is repeated for every trit cell in
the word. Note that all three Matches preserve the contents of the activity register.
This property makes it easier to implement an interrupt-driven refresh mechanism,
since only the sense amplifier can be modified. The system software automatically
determines when each sequence can be interrupted safely.
It is sometimes the case that a column is known to contain only binary data, so
that it is not necessary to refresh the X state. Table F.2 gives a three-step procedure,
which is also appropriate for the NEWS B network cells. The binary HB cell is static
and does not need to be refreshed.
Table F.1
Ternary Column Refresh Procedure
Step Instruction Function Pattern Comments
1 Match (AR) X 1 XX
2 Write (SA) - 0 - - Refresh state 0
3 Match (AR) X 0 XX
4 Write (SA) - 1 - - Refresh state 1
5 Match (AR) X - XX
6 Write (SA) - X - - Refresh state X
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Table F.2
Binary Column Refresh Procedure
Step Instruction Function Pattern Comments
1 Match (AR) XX 0 X
2 Write (SA) - 0 - Refresh state 0
3 Write (SA) - - 1 - Refresh state 1
F.2 Arithmetic
The algorithms discussed in this section assume that all of a processing element's
memory cells are part of a single word. It is not difficult to change the algorithms
to work with the actual chip's half-word organization, but doing so would require
handling numerous special cases that would make the presentation here more cum-
bersome.
Table F.3 presents a procedure for computing the sum A + B -+ E, where A and
B are three-bit addends and E is the four-bit field receiving the sum. The carry bit
is kept in the activity register. Step 1 initializes the sum field with zeros. Steps 2-4
handle the least significant bit, which is the easiest because there is no carry input.
Five steps are performed for each of the remaining bits, and the final Write computes
the last carry in the function generator and writes it to the most significant bit of the
sum.
Table F.3
Non-Destructive Addition Procedure
Pattern SA ARStep Instruction Function
A 2-Ao B 2-BO E3 - E0 Contents Contents
1 Write (1) --- --- 0000
2 Match XX1 XXX XXXX Ao
3 Match (SA) XXX XX 1 XXXX Bo Ao
4 Write (SA E AR) - - - - - - - - - 1
5 Match (SAAAR) X 1 X XXX XXXX A1  C1
6 Match (SA EAR) XXX X 1 X XXXX B 1  AI E C1
7 Write (SA E AR) - - - - - - - - 1 -
8 Match (SA A AR) X 1 X X X XX0 X A1 BX~E1 BI(A,1ECi)
9 Match (SA V AR) X 1 X X 1 X XXXX A1B1  T,
10 Match (SA A AR) 1 XX  X X XXXX A2  C2
11 Match (SA EAR) XXX 1 X X XXXX B2 A2 C2
12 Write (SA D AR) - - - - 1 - -
13 Match (SA A AR) 1 XX 0 XX X X 0 X A2 B2Y2 B2(A2EDC 2)
14 Match (SA v AR) 1 XX 1 XX XXXX A2B 2  T2
15 Write (SA v AR) - - - - - - 1 - - -
T, = ABC, V ABC, v AnBC, Co = 0 C,+I = T, v ABC, = Tn v A,B,
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Table F.4
Scalar Addition Procedure
First Increment Carry
Step Inst. Function Ai Inst. Function Ai Inst. Function Ai
1 Match - 1 Match ( ) 1 Match ( ) 1
2 Write (SA) 1 Write (SA A AR) 1 Write (SA A AR) 1
3 Write (SA) 0 Write (SA A AR) 0 Write (SA A AR) 0
next (SA) (SA V AR) (SA A AR)
The sequence of instructions needed to perform scalar addition (A + s -+ A)
depends on the value of the scalar s. If s is a multiple of two, then no work needs to be
done on the least significant bit of A. The procedure begins with the least significant
1 bit of s, with the First sequence of Table F.4 inverting the corresponding bit of
A. Either the Increment or Carry procedure should be executed for each remaining
bit of s. For example, if s = 26 = 110102, one skips Ao and performs First on A1,
then Carry on A 2 , Increment on A3 , and finally Increment again on A 4. The activity
register maintains the carry bit, and the last line of the table gives the function that
should be used in the next bit's first Match instruction.
Table F.5
Absolute Value Procedure
Pattern SA ARStep Instruction Function A 3 - Ao Contents Contents
1 Match -1 X X 1 A3Ao
2 Match (SA) 1 X 1 X A3A 1  A3Ao
3 Write (SA A AR) -- 1 -
4 Write (SA A AR) - - 0 -
5 Match (SA V AR) 1 1 XX A3A2  A3 (A1 V A0 )
6 Write (SAAAR) - 1---
7 Write (SA A AR) -0 - -
8 Write (SA V AR) 0 - - -
Table F.5 presents an algorithm for computing the absolute value, IAI -+ A. The
example procedure operates on a four-bit field. Step 1 identifies odd negative values,
with the result A3Ao indicating that the more significant bits should be inverted. The
rest of the procedure checks the remaining terms, so that bit Ai will be inverted if
AMSBAj is true for some j < i.
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